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Abstract 
This document is the final deliverable of the METIS project on spectrum usage. It describes 
the technical solutions developed, especially enablers for coexistence, in order to address the 
scenarios, needs and requirements identified for 5G. After a brief introduction of the overall 
METIS methodology, spectrum sharing concepts developed and potential implementation 
strategies like the Spectrum Toolbox and the corresponding spectrum management 
architecture are presented. Based on this, spectrum usage options to support the generic 5G 
services considered in METIS are analysed. Details on the applicability of technical enablers 
for dedicated 5G spectrum usage scenarios are provided as well. Furthermore, the value of 
flexible use of spectrum is analysed from an economic perspective. Finally, initial conclusions 
on spectrum bands’ suitability for the 5G generic services are drawn.  
 
 
Keywords 
Spectrum usage concepts; Spectrum access modes; Spectrum sharing scenarios; Spectrum 
Toolbox; Spectrum architectures; Frequency band investigation; Spectrum Technology 
components; Spectrum business models; Bandwidth requirements; Flexible spectrum usage; 
Dynamic spectrum usage; Spectrum usage efficiency; Spectrum regulation. 
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Executive summary 
In order to cope with the expected 1000 times higher traffic capacity and 10 to 100 times 
higher typical user data rate, significantly more spectrum than currently available for mobile 
and wireless communication systems, and wider contiguous bandwidths are required. The 
following initial conclusions on the suitability of spectrum bands for the 5G generic services as 
defined by METIS - extreme Mobile Broad-Band (xMBB), massive Machine-Type 
Communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable MTC (uMTC) - can be drawn: 

• For xMBB, a mixture of frequency spectrum comprising lower bands for coverage 
purposes and higher bands with large contiguous bandwidth to cope with the traffic 
capacity, including wireless backhaul solutions, is required. Exclusive licensed 
spectrum is essential to guarantee the coverage obligation and QoS, supplemented by 
other licensing regimes, e.g. LSA or unlicensed access (e.g. Wi-Fi offload) or new 
enhanced unlicensed access schemes (e.g. LAA) to increase overall spectrum 
availability.  

• For mMTC applications, frequency spectrum below 6 GHz is most suitable and 
spectrum below 1 GHz is needed to provide large coverage and good penetration. 
Exclusive licensed spectrum is the preferred option. However, other licensing regimes 
might be considered depending on specific application requirements.  

• Licensed spectrum is considered most appropriate for uMTC. For safety V2V and V2X 
communication the frequency band 5875 MHz - 5925 MHz harmonized for Intelligent 
Transport Systems (ITS) [ECCDEC0801] is an option.  

 
Initial radio spectrum investigations done in order to support the identification of frequency 
bands with larger contiguous bandwidths show that spectrum opportunities for terrestrial 
mobile 5G systems exist in different frequency ranges, although the overall spectrum amount 
is larger in higher frequency bands than in lower ones. The spectrum demand can be 
described as following: 

• Sufficient amount of spectrum needs to be available in low spectrum bands in order to 
satisfy the requirement for seamless coverage of the 5G services xMBB and mMTC.  

• Spectrum below 6 GHz is essential to cope with the mobile traffic in urban and 
suburban areas, and in medium dense hotspots.  

• Spectrum above 6 GHz is necessary for enabling wireless access in high-dense usage 
scenarios, i.e. to fulfil the high contiguous bandwidth demand for xMBB, and also for 
wireless backhaul solutions for high capacity ultra-dense small cell networks.  

• Exclusive licensed spectrum is essential for the success of 5G to provide the expected 
QoS and to secure investments.  

• Shared spectrum can be considered in addition, provided that predictable QoS 
conditions are maintained, e.g. by LSA regime. License-exempt spectrum might be 
suitable as a supplementary option for certain applications. 

A significant challenge for 5G system design is to cope with the variety of spectrum usage 
scenarios, comprising different spectrum authorisation modes, sharing scenarios and 
frequency bands. This challenge is addressed by a set of innovative spectrum Technology 
Components (TeCs) which will enable the adoption of new mechanisms for spectrum sharing, 
as part of a Spectrum Toolbox within an innovative Spectrum Sharing Architecture. The 
evaluation of these TeCs with regard to new spectrum opportunities, more flexible spectrum 
usage, and co-primary spectrum sharing as well as their mutual interdependencies underlines 
the need for a Spectrum Controller entity in the MNO networks and for an external Spectrum 
Coordinator entity. 
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An economic study justifies and accompanies the technical solution proposals. It provides 
initial guidance on operator strategies when offering 5G services, based on cost analyses for 
different deployment and spectrum sharing options. The study shows that the value of 
spectrum is heavily depending on deployment scenarios (e.g. wide area, local area) with 
possibly differing actors (e.g. MNO, LNO), and on spectrum authorisation modes (e.g. LSA, 
unlicensed).  
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1 Introduction  
With the ambition to deliver 1000 times higher traffic capacity and 10 to 100 times higher 
typical user data rate [MET13-D11], it is obvious that 5G will require significantly more 
spectrum and wider contiguous bandwidths than currently available for mobile and wireless 
communication systems. By its spectrum band analysis, METIS has contributed to identifying 
new potential spectrum bands that required further study. 

In order to cope with this additional spectrum demand, besides dedicated spectrum 
identification for mobile communications, also new regulatory approaches and tools such as 
Licensed Shared Access (LSA) are under consideration (as indicated in [ECC205] and 
[RSPG-LSA]). It is expected that the preference of using dedicated licensed spectrum 
identified for IMT in the ITU-R Radio Regulations will dominate in order to ensure a stable 
framework for investment to guarantee coverage and QoS, and that innovative ways of 
spectrum sharing and new regulatory approaches such as LSA will take a complementary 
role. 

In order to enable access to spectrum bands in particular on a shared basis and at higher 
frequencies (e.g. mmW), 5G systems need to support different authorization modes in various 
frequency bands. METIS has identified extensions for the LSA approach (e.g. limited 
spectrum pool and mutual renting) and defined a Spectrum Toolbox comprising all necessary 
functionalities to deal with this challenge.   

1.1 Objective and structure of the document 
This document describes the METIS future spectrum systems concepts and the technical 
solutions and enablers for coexistence that allow the scenarios, services and requirements 
identified by METIS to be addressed.  

The topics addressed in the different sections of the document are: 

1. Description of spectrum related METIS activities in the scope of the METIS overall 
methodology (Section 1.2), 

2. Discussion of the overall spectrum usage and spectrum sharing concepts as well as 
their implementation, e.g., by a Spectrum Toolbox approach, and the support of 
generic 5G services (Section 2), 

3. Contribution of technical enablers to the spectrum usage concept (spectrum 
architecture) and the relation to the generic 5G services (Section 3), 

4. Detailed evaluation of technical enablers by means of relevant KPIs (Section 4 and 
Annex A), 

5. An economic analysis (Section 5), 

6. Conclusions (Section 6). 

1.2 Methodology 
Spectrum is a key prerequisite for any radio access network, and the availability of spectrum 
and the efficiency of its usage fundamentally affect the achievable network capacity and 
performance.  
The METIS objective is to respond to societal challenges for the year 2020 and beyond by 
laying the foundation for the next generation of mobile and wireless communication systems. 
Societal development will lead to changes in the way mobile and wireless communication 
systems are used. The advent of the Internet of Things and other innovative applications will 
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see tens of billions of connected devices and an unprecedented diversity of requirements and 
use cases associated with wireless connectivity. 

METIS responds to the increase in traffic volume by increasing the capacity and by improving 
the energy efficiency, the cost and the spectrum utilization. Besides evolving today’s public 
network technology, new radio access concepts and so-called Horizontal Topics will be 
introduced and efficiently integrated. This approach, on the one hand, supports the dramatic 
increase in mobile data volume foreseen by 2020 and, on the other hand, supports services 
and applications that cannot yet benefit from the economy of scale effects. 

Spectrum resources and the efficiency of their usage are crucial ingredients for the overall 
METIS approach. 

The METIS approach 
METIS has analysed the above mentioned challenges regarding mobile and wireless 
infrastructure for beyond 2020 in detail. In order to illustrate the challenges, five scenarios 
were defined and described in METIS deliverable D1.1:  

a) “Amazingly fast” focusing on providing high data-rates for future mobile broadband 
users so as to experience instantaneous connectivity without delays, 

b) “Great service in a crowd” focusing on providing reasonable mobile broadband 
experience even in the very crowded areas and conditions, 

c) “Ubiquitous things communicating” focusing on efficient handling of a very large 
number of devices (including e.g. machine type of devices, and sensors) with widely 
varying requirements, 

d) “Best experience follows you” focusing on end-users on the move with high levels of 
experience, and 

e) “Super real-time and reliable connections” focusing on new applications and use cases 
with very strict requirements on latency and reliability. 

Based on these scenarios detailed “test cases” were defined in deliverable D1.1. Each test 
case typically contains challenges from one or more scenarios. The aim of the test cases is to 
provide distinct problem descriptions, requirements, and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 
from the end-user perspective. They were used by the METIS project as a basis for designing 
and evaluating technical solutions. 

In order to develop technical solutions METIS has defined Horizontal Topics (HTs) that 
provide the new functionality needed to address the user requirements efficiently. HTs defined 
are Device-to-Device (D2D) integration, Ultra Reliable Communications (URC), Ultra Dense 
Networks (UDN), Moving Networks (MN), and Massive Machine Communications (MMC). 
Their implementation resulted in specific requirements on spectrum usage. In addition to the 
HTs, optimisation of 4G concepts, new spectrum usage options, and a revision of the system 
architecture have been addressed. The various technical components and solutions have 
been integrated into a unified METIS concept that addresses the fundamental challenges of 
the information society beyond 2020. 

In order to better highlight the key concepts, three generic 5G services were defined by 
METIS; extreme MBB (xMBB), ultra-reliable MTC (uMTC) and massive MTC (mMTC). 
Furthermore four main enablers were also defined and discussed herein: Lean System 
Control Plane, Dynamic RAN, Localized Traffic and the Spectrum Toolbox. 

The three generic 5G services have differing requirements concerning spectrum band, signal 
bandwidth and access scheme. The xMBB addresses the expected 1000 times increase in 
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mobile traffic capacity beyond 2020. Regardless of advances in spectral efficiency and 
network densification, additional spectrum is necessary to meet this requirement. As sufficient 
spectrum with a wider continuous bandwidth is not available below 6 GHz, there is a need to 
utilize frequencies above 6 GHz. On the other hand, for the extreme coverage aspect of xMBB 
it is preferable also to have lower frequencies to provide coverage. In addition to more 
spectrum, new spectrum access methods may be used to meet the xMBB requirements. The 
mMTC requires large coverage and good penetration conditions. Needed bandwidths are 
comparably small, motivating use of lower frequency bands. The uMTC requires high reliability 
and therefore exclusive or very high priority in spectrum access is essential. The mix of 
different services in a 5G system may be changed dynamically and it is therefore necessary to 
reassign spectrum to different services on a timescale of hours.  

To meet these requirements, a Spectrum Sharing Architecture and a Spectrum Toolbox has 
been developed in METIS. While the Spectrum Management Architecture covers all kinds of 
spectrum resource authorizations to make spectrum available for the 5G services, the 
Spectrum Toolbox provides methods for the flexible and dynamic use of available frequency 
resources. Thus, it is a fundamental enabler of multi-service operations and motivates the 
development of spectrum-flexible air interfaces. The toolbox provides tools to: 

• Adopt different rules for different services, e.g. a certain block of spectrum may only be 
used for specific services. 

• Enable operation in widely distributed spectrum bands, both at high and low frequencies, 
by considering the suitability of different spectrum bands dependent on applications, e.g. 
lower frequencies are preferred for wide area coverage for mMTC and control information 
in a multi-connectivity system. 

• Facilitate operation by using small as well as large bandwidths, which enables spectrum-
flexible air interfaces supporting higher data rates. 

• Facilitate different sharing scenarios by applying respective mechanisms either solely or 
in combination supporting increased traffic volume, and also operation in fragmented 
spectrum, with different duplex arrangements. 

 

How spectrum is addressed in METIS 
In METIS deliverable D1.1 some initial spectrum requirements are already considered. In 
general, the availability and usage options for spectrum are fundamental for the 
implementation of any radio technology.  

In order to study the potential of additional spectrum, the following challenges are addressed:  

• study of new bands, in particular by extending the spectrum range for mobile 
communications to yet rarely used higher frequency bands, 

• development of new spectrum sharing concepts that help to improve spectrum usage 
efficiency, 

• provision of enablers for the efficient use of the new METIS radio concepts that 
guarantee coexistence and interference management, and 

• design of an overall spectrum management concept.  

Following the approach outlined above, METIS will combine a requirement based top-down 
design with a technology driven bottom-up approach.  
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2 Overall concept of spectrum usage in METIS 
A significant challenge for 5G system design is to cope with the variety of spectrum usage 
scenarios, comprising different spectrum authorisation modes, sharing scenarios and 
frequency bands. This challenge is addressed by a set of relevant future sharing enablers as 
part of a Spectrum Toolbox, and by an innovative Spectrum Sharing Architecture.  

2.1 Spectrum access modes and sharing scenarios  
Currently in radio regulations four frequency band classifications - Exclusive bands, Shared 
bands, Licence-free bands, Receive-only bands (not relevant for mobile communications) - 
and two service categories Primary service, Secondary service - are defined.  

Future regulation and technology development will create a complex landscape of spectrum 
availability and authorization modes. Multiple frequency bands, subject to different regulation 
including various forms of shared spectrum as illustrated in Figure 2.1, are expected to be 
available for mobile communication systems. In order to exploit these opportunities, 5G 
system design requires a high degree of flexibility to be capable of operating under different 
regulatory models and usage scenarios.  

 

 
Figure 2.1: The future spectrum landscape for mobile communication systems consists of 

different bands made available under different regulatory approaches.  
 
In general the use of radio spectrum can be authorized in two ways: Individual Authorization 
(Licensed) and General Authorization (Licence Exempt / Unlicensed). Authorization modes 
recognized as relevant for wireless communications are Primary user mode, LSA (Licensed 
Shared Access) mode and Unlicensed mode. 

Five basic spectrum usage scenarios can be identified for these authorization modes: 
dedicated licensed spectrum, limited spectrum pool, mutual renting, vertical sharing and 
unlicensed horizontal sharing (see Figure 2.2, depicting the relations between parts of the 
domains which are either necessary (mandatory: continuous lines) or supplementary (optional: 
dotted lines)). These relations represent distinctive scenarios that 5G systems need to 
support. An example for LSA authorization is given in Figure 2.4. In order to cope with new 
forms of future spectrum sharing it is additionally considered that the basic scenarios as well 
as the authorization modes can be combined and/or extended to support even more complex 
spectrum usage scenarios.  
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Figure 2.2: Spectrum usage/sharing scenarios.   

 

2.2 Spectrum Toolbox and architecture 

2.2.1 Spectrum Toolbox 
The Spectrum Toolbox is an important METIS contribution that emerges as one key concept 
that deals with the future spectrum landscape. The Spectrum Toolbox is required to support a 
subset or even all the technical enablers shown in Figure 2.3. The Spectrum sharing enablers 
are fundamental to design a flexible radio air interface that is frequency agile, 
coexistence/sharing capable, and applicable to the developments in spectrum regulation. 
Frequency Specific Enablers for frequency bands below and above 6 GHz are important due 
to different propagation characteristics of higher compared to lower frequencies. Accessing 
spectrum in both frequency ranges is expected to be needed to cope with the requirements of 
generic 5G services.   

 

 
Figure 2.3: Spectrum Toolbox, Enablers.     

 

The relation between spectrum sharing enablers and spectrum usage scenarios is depicted 
for a sharing scenario where a limited number of users share a set of spectrum resources in a 
pool under LSA authorization in Figure 2.4. It has to be noted that the need for using specific 
enablers depends on the usage scenario. Furthermore, some of the enablers and relations 
are optional (indicated by a dashed line to the respective scenario) meaning that they are not 
strictly required but may be helpful or desirable, or subject to system design. 
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Figure 2.4: Example technical enablers for extending a LSA spectrum sharing scenario with a 

limited spectrum pool. 
 
A detailed description of the enablers and examples for the applicability of the Spectrum 
Toolbox in different usage scenarios can be found in [MET14-D53]. 

2.2.2 Spectrum sharing architecture 
In order to handle today’s and the future spectrum authorization modes (i.e. primary user, LSA 
or unlicensed, see Figure 2.2), a new functional architecture – aiming to cover regulatory 
aspects (see Figure 2.5) as well as the operational aspects (see Figure 2.6) of spectrum 
management and usage – is introduced. 

 

 
Figure 2.5:  Functional architecture for regulatory aspects of spectrum usage. 

 
 
The regulatory aspects in Figure 2.5 represent the administrator’s point of view, i.e. spectrum 
allocation and assignment, licensing and enforcement [ICT-R], provide the necessary legal 
certainty for spectrum usage for the parties involved. The Spectrum Coordination function is 
the central entity that interacts with the other regulatory functions and communicates with the 
spectrum controllers in the operators’ networks. 
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Figure 2.6:  Functional architecture for operational aspects of spectrum usage. 

 

The functional architecture for operational aspects of spectrum usage, as part of the 
operators’ network infrastructure, is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The Spectrum Controller is the 
core entity for coordination of spectrum usage, supported by the Radio Resource 
Management (RRM), the Measurement Function (MF), the Network Management, and 
possibly Spectrum Controllers from peer networks. 

The Spectrum Controller might integrate or trigger other network functions (e.g. Network 
Management and Network Planning tools), in order to transform and mediate spectrum 
resource information for the network. This includes spectrum resource definitions as well as 
spectrum resource control information.  

The communication partner of the Spectrum Controller is the Spectrum Coordination entity on 
the administrator’s side. The interface between these components provides functions for 
authentication, authorization and exchange of spectrum resource information via a request-
response mechanism. 

The description of the spectrum sharing architecture is also available in [MET14-D53]. The 
findings related to spectrum and architecture are taken into account within the overall METIS 
architecture defined in [MET15-D64]. 
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2.3 Generic 5G services and initial spectrum usage considerations 
The key design principle for the envisioned 5G systems is flexibility and diversity in order to 
serve diverse applications and usage scenarios. The system concept proposed by METIS 
focuses on three generic 5G services: 

• Extreme Mobile BroadBand (xMBB) provides both extreme high data rates and low-
latency communications, and extreme coverage improving the Quality of Experience 
by providing reliable moderate rates over the coverage area.  

• Massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC) provides wireless connectivity for 
tens of billions of network-enabled devices. Scalable connectivity for an increasing 
number of devices, wide area coverage and deep penetration are prioritized over peak 
rates as compared to xMBB. 

• Ultra-reliable MTC (uMTC) provides ultra-reliable low-latency communication links for 
network services with extreme requirements on availability, latency and reliability, e.g. 
V2X communication and industrial control applications. 

 

In Figure 2.7 an illustration of 5G generic services is depicted. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.7:  Expansion of current MBB services to the generic 5G services. 
 

In order to exploit opportunities arising from the envisaged future regulatory development, 5G 
system design requires a high degree of flexibility to be capable of operating under different 
regulatory models and usage scenarios, see [MET14-D53] for details. In the following we 
analyse spectrum needs of the 5G services from the expected requirements perspective. 
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xMBB addresses the expected 1000 times increase in mobile traffic capacity beyond 2020. 
Despite advances in spectral efficiency and network densification, additional spectrum is 
necessary to meet this requirement. As currently sufficient spectrum seems not available 
below 6 GHz, there is a need to utilize frequencies in higher bands. Higher frequencies allow 
for using wider contiguous bandwidths reducing transceiver requirements. However, 
compared to lower frequencies, the usage of higher frequencies generally leads to reduced 
coverage and larger penetration and atmospheric losses. Thus, for the extreme coverage 
aspect of xMBB usage of lower frequency bands is essential. Also new spectrum access 
methods may need to be used to meet the xMBB requirements. 

A mixture of frequency spectrum comprising lower bands for coverage purposes and higher 
bands with large contiguous bandwidth to cope with the traffic capacity, including wireless 
backhaul solutions, is required for xMBB. Exclusive licensed spectrum is essential to 
guarantee the coverage obligation and QoS, supplemented by other licensing regimes, e.g. 
LSA or unlicensed access (e.g. LAA) to increase overall spectrum availability. 

The possibility to use higher frequency bands with large contiguous bandwidths for wireless 
communication depends in particular on the existing usages within the respective bands. 
METIS has performed an analysis of spectrum above 6 GHz [MET13-D51], [MET14-D53]. 

mMTC requires good coverage and penetration conditions and comparable small bandwidths 
which motivate the use of lower frequency bands. Sensors will be simple devices with no or 
very limited possibility for upgrades after deployment, and with a long expected life-time. 
Therefore, a stable regulatory framework is needed.  

Frequency spectrum below 6 GHz is most suitable for mMTC applications. Especially, 
spectrum below 1 GHz is needed to provide large coverage and good penetration. Exclusive 
licensed spectrum is the preferred option. However, other licensing regimes might be 
considered depending on specific application requirements.  

uMTC requires high reliability. Therefore, exclusive or very high priority in spectrum access is 
essential. uMTC may also require low latency, which could be realized by spreading the signal 
over a larger bandwidth, e.g. at higher carrier frequencies. 

Licensed spectrum is considered most appropriate for uMTC. For safety V2V and V2X 
communication the frequency band 5875-5925 MHz harmonized for Intelligent Transport 
Systems (ITS) [ECC-DEC0801] is an option. 

A simplified overview on the suitability of frequency bands for the three generic 5G services, 
which would finally also depend on the specific application, is provided in Figure 2.8. 

 Bands Bands Exclusive 
Bands 

Shared 
Bands 

License-
free Bands 

 < 6 GHz > 6 GHz 

xMBB      
mMTC      
uMTC      

 
Figure 2.8: Simplified overview on suitability of frequency bands for generic 5G services. 
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2.3.1 Initial spectrum considerations from the band studies 
In [MET13-D51] and [MET14--D53] initial investigations on spectrum opportunities for 5G 
systems were undertaken. These studies were necessary to further look into channel 
measurements and identification of relevant co-existence scenarios that are needed for 
developing sharing enablers. The performed inventory was European centric. Material used as 
reference comprised the ITU Radio Regulations 2012 (for regional frequency allocations), 
ERC Report 025 (for European National frequency allocations), ECC Report 173 (FS in 
Europe) and available non-European information (e.g. from FCC and China). The assessment 
took into consideration the physical propagation conditions of the bands and evaluated the 
possibilities to coexist with existing services in the bands.  

The preliminary result of the first study indicated that approximately 40 GHz of the spectrum 
between 31 - 95 GHz (supporting shorter range and directional transmissions) are of initial 
interest for further studies since satisfying high performance 5G systems. 

Spectrum in the range 5.925 - 31 GHz is important to leverage on more suitable propagation 
conditions for outdoor operations. Thus, a second study was carried out to identify current 
incumbent services (to consider expected sharing possibilities). In this second study the 
following search criteria were set:  target minimum contiguous bandwidth of 60 MHz was 
used, and focus was given to outdoor deployments [MET14-D53]. The small target bandwidth 
increases the opportunities significantly, but outdoor deployments and wider coverage implies 
more difficult co-existence with other services.  

The second study (supporting longer range use cases) found that approximately 4.6 GHz of 
total bandwidth are suitable to leverage between 6 - 31 GHz.  

Spectrum opportunities for terrestrial mobile 5G were identified in different frequency ranges, 
although the overall spectrum amount is larger in higher frequency bands than in lower ones. 
This is partly a consequence of the propagation conditions, i.e. the increased isolation 
between co-existing systems in higher bands. It is also a result of the applied search criteria, 
in particular by focusing on very wide bands of contiguous spectrum. There may be other 
search criteria that would lead to more favourable results. 

It is to be noted that any change of the regulatory conditions or incumbent usage in a band 
may change the outcome of these band studies. 

 

2.3.2 Implication on air-interface design 
As shown in the spectrum toolbox in section 2.2.1, frequency agile and sharing/coexistence 
friendly air-interface design is a fundamental enabler to enhance spectrum usage efficiency 
and support various spectrum access models and sharing scenarios.  
 
First, since the available spectrum bands for 5G can be distributed over a large range of 
frequencies, including even the millimetre wave bands, the air-interface should be flexible 
enough so that it can operate in different frequency bands. Together with advanced RF 
architecture and RF-related signal processing, it should allow either flexible switching between 
different frequency bands or simultaneous operation in several frequency bands, including 
fragmented usage of certain bands. For this purpose, flexible numerology and frame structure 
as well as adaptive configuration are needed. 
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Second, since spectrum sharing is very important to increase the effective amount of 
spectrum, the air-interface design should become spectrum sharing/coexistence friendly. 
Since radio spectrum is an open medium, when different systems share the radio spectrum, 
they generate interference to each other. Thus, the main technological challenge for spectrum 
sharing is to manage the interference and maximize the usage efficiency of the shared 
spectrum. In general, the mutual interference due to spectrum sharing can be managed in the 
following dimensions, which should be taken into account in the air-interface design. Here, for 
better illustration, we already refer to the developed Technology Components (TeCs) that will 
be described in section 3:  
 

1) Frequency dimension: Different systems use orthogonal frequency resource blocks to 
avoid interference. For efficient interference mitigation via frequency domain 
separation, advanced waveforms with ultra-low out-of-band emission, e.g. FBMC and 
UFMC, is advantageous. TeC04 is a technique to manage interference in frequency 
dimension based on advanced multi-carrier waveforms. TeC05 also works in the 
frequency dimension; 

2) Time dimension: Different systems use different time intervals (like TDMA), for the 
usage of the same spectrum to avoid interference. TeC09 partially uses the time 
dimension, i.e. by blanking certain signal frames;  

3) Location dimension: Different systems at different locations with sufficient separation, 
for the usage of the same spectrum at the same time, to avoid interference. The GLDB 
based approach of TeC06 is a typical example. TeC19 works both in frequency and 
location dimensions;  

4) Spatial dimension: Different systems manage the interference via orthogonal spatial 
resources, for the usage of the same spectrum at the same time. Such interference 
management is enabled by multi-antenna techniques. One example is the cooperative 
beam forming between base stations of different operators. Another example is 
TeC09, where interference is mitigated by using pencil beams. TeC09 also uses the 
time dimension, in case there is of insufficient spatial dimension separation of the links;  

5) Code dimension:  Different systems manage the interference via orthogonal code 
resources, for the usage of the same spectrum at the same time. This can be realized 
by CDMA-like techniques or wireless network coding. 

 
In summary, for the overall concept of spectrum usage in METIS, a frequency agile and 
sharing/coexistence friendly air-interface is very important. Work within the relevant METIS 
WPs has been coordinated [MET15-D24]. 
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3 Spectrum Technology Components 
The provision of sufficient spectrum according to the demand analysis carried out in [MET14-
D53] will require not only the usage of new spectrum bands, but also to enhance the efficient 
use of these frequency bands. The METIS project has proposed innovative TeCs, which will 
enhance different KPIs beyond current values obtainable with state-of-the-art technology. 
Furthermore, these TeCs will enable the adoption of new mechanisms for spectrum sharing, 
increasing the spectrum usage opportunities for 5G MNOs.  

The sixteen TeCs listed below are described in [MET14-D53]. They are numbered from 01 to 
22 (not fully consecutively) as some of the initial TeCs have been merged or discarded during 
the analysis phase.  

• TeC01 Sharing in unlicensed bands 
• TeC02 Flexible spectrum use for moving networks 
• TeC03 Inter-operator separation rule for non-cooperative spectrum sharing 
• TeC04 Coordinated multi-carrier waveform based sharing technique 
• TeC05 Co-ordination protocol for interaction between operators supporting  

             the use of limited spectrum pool and mutual renting 
• TeC06 Geo-location based interference management in environments with  

             non-uniform user density and terrain-based propagation 
• TeC08 Modelling aggregate interference from in-car BS to indoor femto-cells 
• TeC09 Inter-UDN coordinated spectrum sharing 
• TeC12 Spectrum opportunity detection and assessment 
• TeC14 Spectrum sharing and mode selection for overlay D2D communication 
• TeC17 Ontologies as tool for spectrum decision making 
• TeC18 Reinforcement learning scheme for adaptive spectrum sharing 
• TeC19 Base Station clustering for inter-operator spectrum sharing under realistic  

             network deployment 
• TeC20 Prepared and database assisted URC communication for V2V 
• TeC21 Physical cell ID allocation in inter-operator spectrum sharing HetNets 
• TeC22 Multi-operator D2D communication 

 

3.1 Mapping of spectrum TeCs onto sharing architecture 
The functionalities provided by the TeCs listed above correspond to specific entities in the 
functional architecture described in section 2.2.2 and in [MET15-D64], respectively. An extract 
of the overall METIS functional architecture with focus on building blocks including functional 
elements provided by spectrum TeCs is shown in Figure 3.1.   
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Figure 3.1: Architecture building blocks with spectrum TeC involvement. 

 
An overview of the contribution of spectrum TeCs to the different functional architecture blocks 
as described in Figure 2.5, Figure 2.6, and Figure 3.1 is provided in Table 3.1. 
 

Table 3.1: Mapping of Spectrum TeC functions onto spectrum architecture entities. 
 

 
 
 

Air Interface

Operators 
Spectrum 

Usage Rules

Spectrum 
Resource 
Storage

1 X X X X X X X

2 X X X

3 X X X X

4 X X X X

5 X X X X X X

6 X

8 X X

9 X X X X X

12 X X

14 X X X X X X X X

17 X X X X

18 X X X

19 X X X

20 X X X X X X

21 X X X

22 X X X X X X X X

Measurement 
Functions

Network Management (O&M)

Spectrum Management

TeC
Spectrum 

Administration
Spectrum 
Controller

Peer-to-Peer 
Coordination

Radio 
Resource 

Management

D2D Device 
Detection & 

Mode 
Selection

Interference 
Identification 
& Prediction

Nomadic 
Nodes 

Management

Radio Node Management
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3.2 Relation of spectrum TeCs to generic 5G services 
Based on the detailed evaluation of TeCs in Annex A, relations to the generic 5G services 
xMBB, mMTC and uMTC can be identified as summarized in Table 3.2. 

 
Table 3.2: Relation of spectrum TeCs to generic 5G services. 

 

 xMBB uMTC xMBB / mMTC / uMTC 

TeC01 enables usage of additional spectrum   

TeC02 

enables better spectrum utilization, depending 
on the desired behavior (e.g., in-vehicle 
coverage or coverage extension outside the 
vehicle) 

  

TeC03 aims to save the cost of spectrum sharing   

TeC04 enables to increase the average spectral 
efficiency   

TeC05 
proposes a protocol to coordinate spectrum 
sharing between MNOs without proprietary 
information exchange between MNOs.   

TeC06 

helps in reducing the implementation 
complexity in the spectrum allocation 
database for interference control between 
different systems. 

  

TeC08 is applicable to spectrum sharing between 
moving networks and indoor femto cells.   

TeC09 improves spectrum efficiency among networks 
in high frequency bands.   

TeC12   

rate and assess the spectrum, 
thus TeC12 can be applicable 
for all three generic 5G 
services.  

TeC14   
enables multi-operator D2D 
communication. 

TeC17 
refers to environments where static pre-
allocation of spectrum bands poses spectrum 
as a scarce and under-utilized resource.   

TeC18   

contributes to average user 
throughput enhancement and 
latency reduction. 

TeC19   

allows flexible inter-operator 
spectrum sharing  and can 
reduce inter-operator co-
channel interference. 

TeC20  

investigates ways to improve 
availability and reliability of 
URC communication.  

TeC21 is suitable for dense networks.   

TeC22   

enables multi-operator D2D 
operation including D2D 
discovery. 
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4 Summary of Spectrum Technology Components Evaluation  
The adoption of the TeCs considered in section 3, by means of their inclusion in the Spectrum 
Toolbox described in section 2, will leverage the introduction of three different advantages in 
different scenarios foreseen for 5G spectrum usage: 

 
1. New spectrum opportunities  
2. Flexible spectrum usage 
3. Co-primary spectrum sharing 

 

In the following sections each of these advantages and the impact of different TeCs on its 
development are described, as well as the mutual dependency among different TeCs, since 
the simultaneous adoption of several of them could need to include some coordination. 

 

4.1 Enabling new spectrum opportunities  
It is a common view in 5G fora that the availability of new spectrum bands is a key 
requirement for the provision of innovative and high throughput demanding scenarios 
foreseen. 

The spectrum requirements analysis carried out in [MET14-D53] on the Test Cases 
considered in [MET13-D61] has shown that for high demanding scenarios a bandwidth of 
more than 1 GHz and up to 3 GHz will be required. Spectrum with this high bandwidth can be 
allocated to some extend above 6 GHz. METIS has performed a spectrum band analysis for 
this requirement [MET14-D53] including frequencies up to 95 GHz, accordingly with foreseen 
developments in RF components. Similar approaches are currently being debated in 
international regulatory bodies as [OFCOM1] and [FCC14-154], and in other related forums as 
[NGMN1], [4GAMERICA1], and [NETWORKS1]. 

The implementation of a new generation of a radio access network has been historically linked 
to the use of new frequency bands. The METIS vision for 5G is a unified system that will be 
operated in very different frequency bands, but also under very different access rights. This 
innovative vision has led to the need of developing new TeCs to enable the optimal access to 
the spectrum opportunities. 

A straightforward way with different spectrum access rights is the access for 5G to unlicensed 
bands unlicensed bands. This approach has been studied and characterized in the TeC01. 
The feasibility for coexistence with the already deployed technologies (Wi-Fi, ZigBee, Z-wave, 
Bluetooth, etc.) has been demonstrated. In fact, this vision is also applicable to current 3GPP 
RAN, and therefore it has been pushed into the current 3GPP standards led by a METIS 
partner ([3GPP-RWS-140002]). 

In order to incorporate additional frequency bands with new spectrum sharing scenarios (as 
indicated in [MET14-D53]), the main challenges are to predict and manage intersystem 
interferences.  

Aiming to develop a dynamic mechanism to predict interference, a simplified model for the 
evaluation of aggregate interference level has been developed in TeC06. The use of the 
mechanism developed allows a simple evaluation of foreseen interference. This can be 
available for spectrum access, e.g. by usage of a geolocation database. 
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In some specific scenarios, as e.g. in V2X communications, also more sophisticated and 
precise analysis mechanisms could be used, based on the previous knowledge of the 
restricted mobility trajectories. METIS has developed the TeC20 that specifically addresses 
the improvement of both, reliability and availability estimation of spectrum for V2X 
communications. Based on link quality and URC availability estimation, the right amount of 
spectrum can be allocated from the right band. Spectrum can be also temporarily and locally 
leased to increase the reliability for the specific transmission. 

The management of the information of spectrum availability has been addressed at several 
levels: 

• As an assessment functionality in the spectrum controller on MNOs 
architecture (as can be found in TeC12) 

• Establishing a spectrum ontology (TeC17) 

• Developing a spectrum evaluation procedure (TeC18). 

The generic spectrum evaluation procedure in TeC18, based on reinforcement learning, will 
enable 5G MNOs to make optimal decisions on spectrum access. This TeC identifies the most 
suitable spectrum available for covering the 5G MNOs needs for any specific location, time, 
and date. The main concept introduced is the fuzzy logic Reasoner, which takes advantage of 
the monitoring network parameters to elaborate the analysis. TeC18 could be applied for both 
horizontal co-primary sharing scenarios and vertical sharing with primary users in LSA mode. 
As shown in Annex A.12, this approach provides relevant improvements in UL and DL 
throughput and delay KPIs.  

The spectrum ontology developed in TeC17 provides a mechanism for spectrum evaluation, 
enabling the procedure to compare spectrum offers from different spectrum sharing schemes. 
Therefore, this ontology facilitates a quick decision to access the most suitable spectrum 
opportunities. 

The Operating Channel Assessment (OCA) functionality of TeC12 enables spectrum access 
negotiations with external entities, and has been set up in the MNOs architecture, including 
the appropriate interfaces that enable it to be in charge of prioritizing spectrum opportunities. 

 

4.2 Flexibility in spectrum usage 
METIS foreseen 5G systems will not only have a flexible access to different spectrum bands, 
but also flexibility will be included in the roles of the nodes. Radio node roles are usually 
classified as: 
 

• UEs, User Equipment, this is any device aimed for the final destination or source of 
the TX/RX  radio communication.   

• APs, Access Points, these nodes provide the radio interface to the UEs and allow 
them to connect with the network. There are different levels of APs, depending on 
their coverage capacity and autonomy, e.g. APs for macro cells, micro cells or 
different kinds of small cells. 

• Relays, providing the radio interface to the UEs, but they are fully controlled by a 
donor cell which is in charge of the radio resource usage. Depending on their 
characteristics, Relays can be classified into: in-band / out-band frequency usage, full 
duplex / half duplex transmission, and use / nonuse of a proprietary cell ID. 
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In order to improve the spectrum usage efficiency, METIS has developed two TeCs that allow 
the flexible usage of the spectrum allowing devices to play different roles in the same 
frequency bands. TeC14 and TeC22 are related with the classical D2D communications in 
which no AP is needed, and provide a mechanism for a device to change its role between AP 
and Relay. TeC02 is specifically applicable to moving networks scenarios. 

Concerning D2D communications, TeC14 and TeC22 go beyond current state-of-the-art 
technology, proposing spectrum allocation procedures for multi-operator D2D communication 
and D2D discovery. These approaches will enable the coordinated common usage of 
dedicated spectral resources by devices from different MNOs. According to the analysis 
carried out and shown in Annex A.16, overall network capacity and D2D user rate are 
increasing. 

 

4.3  Efficient co-primary spectrum sharing  
In order to enhance as much as possible the efficiency in spectrum usage for 5G, besides 
other methods co-primary sharing has been identified as essential. As a result the METIS 
project has proposed some innovative TeCs related to efficient co-primary spectrum sharing. 

As in the case of new spectrum usage, the two basic challenges are to manage and to predict 
intersystem interferences. Also specific TeCs for the coordination of spectrum access are 
needed. 

The management of spectrum interference is based on the same principles as for the new 
spectrum usage, and therefore the same TeCs, the spectrum ontology (TeC17), the spectrum 
evaluation procedure (TeC18) and the OCA functionality (TeC12) may be used, providing a 
unified view of how spectrum access will be managed in 5G scenarios. 

Related with simplified models for interference predictions, the case of spectrum sharing 
between indoor small cells and vehicle communication has been analyzed. TeC08 defines a 
simplified model for calculating the outage probability at femto cells in two cases: (i) indoor 
cells sharing spectrum with V2I communication with vehicle-roof mounted antennas, and (ii) 
indoor cells sharing spectrum with in-vehicle communication. 

These simplified models will enable a dynamic evaluation of outage probability in coordination 
mechanisms between the involved 5G MNOs. As shown in Annex A.7, the models used 
provide very good agreement with more complex simulations in both cases. 

METIS project has researched in several co-primary coordination mechanisms, with decision 
points at different levels.  

The most complete vision makes use of a central external entity (Spectrum Administrator / 
Coordinator) plus repositories for spectrum resource and policies. This approach jointly with 
the availability of a new multi-carrier based air interfaces (as FBMC or UFMC) enables flexible 
spectrum sharing, adapting it to interference and propagation conditions. In TeC04, an 
approach based on such new air-interface is proposed, consisting of the definition of a 
common subcarrier grid, the usage of out-of-fragment radiation mask and a two-stage 
allocation (long term/short term) method for the shared spectrum. This approach provides 
advantage in spectral efficiency (b/s/Hz) for different configurations and spectrum fragment 
sizes (see Annex A.4). 

Based on the same assumption of the existence of a spectrum manager, TeC19 proposes a 
centralized mechanism for the creation of Access Point clusters, with the same spectrum 
partition pattern. This approach allows flexible spectrum sharing under realistic network 
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deployments, manages co-channel interference and will optimize the usage of co-shared 
spectrum between different MNOs. 

Other approaches have been researched in METIS, for coordinating co-primary sharing 
spectrum focused in lowering complexity, i.e. establishing coordination mechanisms not 
requiring central coordination entities outside of the 5G MNOs networks. 

TeC05 deals with the implementation of an inter 5G MNOs protocol based on asking and 
receiving spectrum usage “favours” (exclusive usage rights of some of the spectrum pool 
frequency/time grid resources). This TeC enables the involved 5G MNOs to increase their 
user data rate up to 33% in average (as shown in the evaluation in Annex A.5), by asking or 
granting favours depending on the instantaneous load level in each MNO network and the 
inter-operator interference profile. 

Based on the high gain beam forming capabilities in higher frequency bands, a link-specific 
coordination context (CC) scheme to avoid the severe interference between different networks 
is proposed by TeC09. Furthermore, a coordinated blanking (CB) concept is developed to 
enable inter-network spectrum sharing with less overhead. Such protocols are methods to 
enable spectrum sharing between resource-compatible networks that implement the same 
coordination protocol. The blanking pattern defines the division of resource blocks into 
“blanking part” and “available part”. A system-level evaluation to model practical operation of 
two wireless systems in the 60 GHz mmW band has been implemented, and improvements in 
UEs throughput up to 64% have been obtained for UEs at the cell edge, depending on the 
used schemes, as shown in Annex A.8. 

The already described TeC20 could be applied also in co-primary sharing scenarios for V2X 
communications, taking advantage of the previous knowledge of the restricted mobility 
trajectories. 

Apart from the coordination of spectrum resources already addressed in the previous TeCs, 
UEs could univocally identify the APs available if the same systems are deployed by different 
5G MNOs. This would need a mechanism for allocating Cell ID numbers to different MNOs 
APs. This aspect is addressed in TeC21, proposing distributed self-organizing algorithms for 
PCI assignment. The performance of this TeC has been proven through simulations in a 
standard METIS test scenario, as shown in Annex A.15. 

 

4.3.1 Example for flexible spectrum sharing 
As seen in previous sections, several TeCs enabling the shared use of the spectrum among 
MNOs with equal access rights have been proposed and analyzed in METIS. The adoption of 
different co-primary shared access methods, providing interference estimation and 
interference avoidance information, will lead to different system performance.  

A tradeoff for these TeCs will be between the acceptable level of collision among packets from 
different MNOs and the maximum spectrum reusability between different MNOs. If too strict 
collision avoidance mechanisms are established, the situation could be assimilated to 
proprietary usage of spectrum and leading to underutilization of spectrum resources. On the 
contrary if too much packet collision is allowed, the situation can be assimilated to unlicensed 
bands in which QoS in unpredictable. This represents the two extremes of dedicated licensed 
and unlicensed spectrum. 

In this section an example of future flexible use of spectrum is analyzed, and it is found that in 
some scenarios it will be beneficial to split the spectrum between assigned and shared 
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spectrum. This approach, called Partial Horizontal Sharing (PHS), increases the QoS planning 
capability in a co-primary sharing environment in which the number of MNOs is limited. 

The central idea is to differentiate packets between Generic Control and Data Packets 
(GCDP), and Synchronization, Broadcast and basic Control Packets (SBCP). The first one 
consumes much of the spectrum resources needed for the communications, but the impact in 
terms of system performance, if they are interfered is much smaller. The analysis of current 
4G systems lead to a split of 99.8% of the spectrum resources used for GCDP and the 
remaining 0.2% for SBCP. 

Based on this idea, depending on the probability of packets being interfered (as consequence 
of the scenario and the selected TeCs) and the impact of not receiving the packet, it could be 
advantageous to reserve some part of the spectrum for ensuring appropriate reception of 
SBCP. 

The concept of PHS is graphically shown in Figure 4.1, in which a small part of the radio 
resources is assigned as licensed spectrum (providing secure transmission of SBCP) and the 
rest is left for horizontal sharing between different MNOs using an appropriate TeC (see 
previous sections and Annex A).  

 

 
Figure 4.1: Partial Horizontal Sharing spectrum.  

 

It should be noted that this approach could be beneficial as long as the number of MNOs 
involved is kept small, e.g. if five MNOs are involved the total amount of spectrum resources 
that need to be allocated in a licensed way could reach up to 1% of the total spectrum 
resource available. 

In order to evaluate the achievable advantage of the PHS framework, several simulations 
have been carried out, taking into account different values for the probability of a basic data 
packet collision. The basic data packet is defined as the minimum amount of bandwidth 
schedulable to a UE in a time slot, corresponding also with the size of each SBCP packet 
received by the UE in each frame. In the case of SBCP packets, the collision probability is 
considered half the one of basic data packet, due to the use of more robust modulation and 
coding schemes in them. 

The actual value of the probability of basic packet collision will depend on the scenario 
(deployment density, traffic patterns, etc.) and on the TeCs used for spectrum sharing, as 
described in previous sections. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis has been carried out for 
different values of this packet collision probability, in order to characterize the advantages in 
different situations. 

Packet collisions (both data and SBCP packets) lead to retransmissions, and therefore to 
lowering the UE throughput. Furthermore, if successive SBCP packets are not properly 
received the UE needs afterwards to receive several SBCP properly in order to resume the 
control and synchronization information. 
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Several simulations have been carried out, obtaining the actual percentage of throughput 
(relative to the situation of no collision) for different behaviors, as shown in Figure 4.2 and 
Figure 4.3.  
 

 
Figure 4.2: PHS enhancement for UEs desynchronized with 2 SBCP collisions. 

 

 
Figure 4.3: PHS enhancement for UEs desynchronized with 4 SBCP collisions. 

 

Both figures show advantages in using PHS on available spectrum, independent of the 
percentage of basic packet collisions. It is worth to note that as the percentage of collisions 
increases (scenarios of more dense UEs density and higher traffic pattern), the relative 
advantage of using PHS increases. 

PHS has proved its capacity to enhance throughput performance in scenarios with a limited 
number of MNOs, and can lead to some other advantages, such as: 

• Reduce the frequency bands in which UE should scan to find the synchronization and 
broadcast signals for radio link establishing 

• Easily compare the different received signals in order to find the strongest cell to be 
connected to (handovers), and 

• Reduce latency from idle or dormant states. 
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4.4 Main requirements of proposed TeCs 
The deployment of new spectrum TeCs will require the appropriate regulatory and 
standardization process, enabling and fostering the use of these TeCs by 5G MNOs. But also 
in most cases there could be economic requirements adopting these TeCs due to  

• Impact on the availability and/or performance of other systems 
• Added complexity to some of the nodes in the MNOs  
• Requirement to deploy and maintain a new entity in charge of spectrum coordination 

between MNOs 
• Added complexity on UEs 
 

It should be noted that these impacts, which need to be evaluated and controlled for each 
specific implementation of the TeCs, need to be balanced with advantages regarding of new 
spectrum availability (which in 4G has been very high CAPEX demanding asset for MNOs) 
and the improvements of spectrum usage efficiency, allowing MNOs to reduce the required 
spectrum to reach a predictable QoS.  

Impact on other systems could appear with TeCs focusing on sharing spectrum with already 
deployed systems, as the use of unlicensed bands (TeC01), or the use of spectrum in LSA 
with already deployed primary systems. In the LSA case the TeCs involved will be the ones 
included in the section 4.1, both for calculating the interference level (TeC06 and TeC20) or 
for managing the interference information (TeC12, TeC17 and TeC18). Several performance 
analyses of these TeCs have been carried out, details are shown in Annex A. However, 
specific coexistence analyses with any already deployed system will be needed in order to 
evaluate the impact of LSA usage. 

The need for added complexity in MNOs nodes are basically linked with requirement of a new 
entity named as Spectrum Controller, which will be in charge of spectrum information 
exchange with other MNOs Spectrum Controllers (TeC01, TeC02, TeC04, TeC05, TeC09, 
TeC12, TeC14, TeC17, TeC18, TeC19, TeC21 and TeC22) and/or with an external Spectrum 
Coordinator (TeC03, TeC04, TeC05 TeC06, TeC08, TeC09, TeC12, TeC14, TeC17, TeC19, 
and TeC20). 

For the spectrum TeCs proposed and analyzed in the framework of the METIS project, high 
demanding requirements are needed neither in the MNOs Spectrum Controller entity nor in 
the third party Spectrum Coordinator entity, and therefore both could be performed by general 
purpose hardware. In some specific TeCs these entities need to implement some additional 
processes (as clustering algorithms in TeC06 and TeC19, Fuzzy Reasoners in TeC18, or 
interference level calculations in most TeCs), but the required additional processing power 
could be considered as negligible once it is decided to install the entities.  

It should be noted that most of the proposed TeCs do not need to include any specific extra 
requirement in UEs. The only requirement in some of the TeCs (as TeC20 and TeC22) is 
related with the provision of mechanisms to perform specific measurements. However, these 
kinds of measurements are comparable with MDT measurements currently specified in 3GPP 
for 4G systems. 

Related to requirements for UEs, in the analysis performance of some TeCs (as TeC05 and 
TeC04) the utilization of a new multi-carrier based air interface has been assumed, e.g. FBMC 
or UFMC. With this approach a more flexible and efficient use of the spectrum is achieved 
(compared with current 4G OFDM), at the expense of using a new PHY layer with some 
added complexity. However, a new PHY layer/air-interface is expected to be needed for a new 
generation of mobile and wireless systems. 
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Generally it could be summarized that the most relevant requirements introduced by the 
spectrum TeCs analyzed are the need for an internal Spectrum Controller entity at the MNOs 
side and an external Spectrum Coordinator, which is already foreseen in many of the fora 
related to advanced spectrum management as [ECC205]. 

 

4.5 Interdependency of proposed TeCs 
In this section an analysis of the mutual influence result fromin case of simultaneous 
deployment of different spectrum TeCs is performed.  

Some of the spectrum TeCs are independent of each other, and can be seen as specific 
mechanisms for improvement that can be applied independently of any other spectrum TeC. 
This is the case for: 

 

• TeC01, in which the use of unlicensed spectrum is in principal done autonomously, 
without requiring to establish inter network communications between MNOs and any 
other unlicensed spectrum user 

• TeC21, defining a mechanism for PCID allocation 

 

The TeCs in charge of the interference evaluation (TeC03, TeC06, TeC08, and TeC20) are 
mutually independent, since neither of them will be affected by the other, but depending on 
the scenario the appropriate TeCs will need to be chosen. However, they all will be influenced 
by the following TeCs: 

• The adequate ontology for each one has to be developed (TeC17), since they require 
interference information exchange, and also the availability of appropriate spectrum 
architecture, including spectrum controller entity, proposed in several TeCs is 
needed. 

• The TeCs, aimed at interference evaluation will also be dependent on the system PHY 
layer (or generally, the air-interface). Therefore a dependency is reached between 
them. Furthermore, TeC04 can be taken into account for these TeCs, since it is based 
on a new flexible PHY layer/air-interface and can change the interference 
characteristics. Furthermore, the base station clustering approach in TeC19 can also 
change the interference characteristics, which needs to be taken into account. 

• For Interference level evaluation, the possibilities of different radio access nodes roles 
(with different spectrum access characteristics), as developed in TeC02, TeC14 and 
TeC22, should also be taken into account.   

 

The coordination of shared spectrum may be adopted by different approaches: through direct 
communications between MNOs spectrum controllers or through the centralized spectrum 
coordinator outside MNOs entities. Different mechanisms have been researched, but for real 
deployment they cannot be implemented at any one time. However, if a centralized spectrum 
coordinator is designed to have long time scale assignments, it could be combined with direct 
communication between MNO spectrum controllers for smaller time/space scaling coordinated 
use of spectrum. 

That implies that if TeC04 and/or Tec19, based on an external spectrum coordinator are 
deployed, the deployment of TeC05, TeC09 and TeC18 needs to be carefully coordinated with 
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them in spatial/time assignments. A hierarchical approach can be used for using 
TeC04/TeC19 and TeC05/TeC09/TeC18 simultaneously. This means that TeC04/TeC19 
determines the longer time scale spectrum sharing structure, while TeC05/TeC09/TeC18 
determines the shorter term scale spectrum usage coordination between operators. One 
example is that TeC19 determines clusters of base stations of different operators that change 
in the order of minutes, while TeC05 determines the dynamic shared usage of the spectrum 
within each cluster in the order of milliseconds. Note that TeC04 and TeC19 can be combined 
in a very natural way, since they require the same functional entities and work in the same 
time scale. It should be noted that the last three mentioned TeCs, (TeC05, TeC09 and Tec18), 
based on communication between MNO spectrum controllers, could be combined and the use 
of one of them does not preclude the use of the others, once theother, after appropriate 
adaptation ofof the algorithms. 

TeC17, defining the spectrum usage ontology, should be adapted accordingly to the specific 
needs of different TeC. Thus, it will be influenced by all of them, except TeC01 and TeC21 as 
already explained. 

A full evaluation of the mutual influence of different TeCs has been carried out. The, with the 
outcome is presented in Figure 4.4. 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Spectrum TeC mutual influence.  

 

 

TeC1 TeC2 TeC3 TeC4 TeC5 TeC6 TeC8 TeC9 TeC12 TeC14 TeC17 TeC18 TeC19 TeC20 TeC21 TeC22
TeC1 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X TeC1
TeC2 X X X X X X X X X TeC2
TeC3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X TeC3
TeC4 X X X TeC4
TeC5 X X X X X X TeC5
TeC6 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X TeC6
TeC8 X X X X X X X X X X X X X X TeC8
TeC9 X X X X X X X TeC9

TeC12 X X X X X X X X TeC12
TeC14 X X X X X X TeC14
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5 On The Value of Flexible Use of Spectrum: An economic 
Perspective 

In this section we will analyse the business and economic implications of the flexible use of 
spectrum resources. Traditional approaches for the valuation of spectrum resources in wide 
area deployment scenarios are based on estimating the opportunity cost, which is calculated 
by the savings that can be achieved by acquiring appropriate amount of spectrum rather than 
investing in additional radio base stations (RBSs). This approach works well for wide area 
systems where capacity can be improved by either adding new radio base stations (using 
existing spectrum) or by adding more radio transceivers (i.e. more spectrum) to existing radio 
base stations. However, for local area and indoor systems the spectrum valuation is more 
complicated. First, the issues to get or be able to control spectrum for the local area and 
secondly, both coverage and capacity need to be considered since many local or indoor 
systems are coverage limited. Finally, for very dense deployment scenarios, where the density 
of access points is equal or larger than the concurrently active mobile subscribers density, 
higher data rates require more spectrum since more spectrum cannot be substituted with 
more radio base stations as for traditional wide area systems. This is further described in 
section 5.3.  

The section is outlined as follows. First, we describe the basic ideas of valuation of spectrum 
using an opportunity cost approach. Next, we analyse the spectrum value in relation to 
network deployment cost for wide area/outdoor and local area/indoor scenarios respectively. 
Finally, we discuss business models and actor cooperation that would support use of flexible 
use of spectrum. 

 
Figure 5.1:  Relation between Ingredients for Capacity Increase in Radio Access Network. 

5.1 Spectrum valuation using an opportunity cost approach   
The analysis is based on a bottom-up approach which takes specific operator and network 
conditions into consideration, i.e. with this method there is no specific well defined 
“engineering value” of spectrum, it depends on the situation. The cost comparison is the basis 
of the opportunity cost of spectrum and represented by the cost savings “engineering value” 
facilitated by additional spectrum bands compared to building out more network infrastructure 
to provide the same quality of services (QoS). This approach has been explored in a number 
of papers, e.g. [MMM10], [MJ11]. The analysis consists of the following steps:  

1. Selection of the network deployment and spectrum allocation cases to compare. 
2. Analysis of the deployment cases including user demand, capacity and cost structure. 
3. Comparison of network costs for the options resulting in the opportunity cost. 

The selection of the network deployment and spectrum allocation cases are based on the 
existing infrastructure and spectrum bands controlled by the operators. If the required 
additional spectrum is not acquired then a denser network should be deployed in order to 
provision the same targeted increment in the network capacity. A denser network is 
considered in areas where the capacity is limited, while the capacity of the existing network 
could be sufficient in some areas, for example rural areas. The basic relation between network 
costs, capacity, and bandwidth and service area is derived by [ZAN97]. For a specific amount 
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of spectrum and for a specific radio access technology the following relation holds for capacity 
limited systems “the deployment of N times more capacity requires N times more radio base 
stations” which can be illustrated as shown in Equation 5.1. 

𝑁𝐵𝐵 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀 ��𝑁𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢∗𝑅𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢∗𝐴𝑐𝑢𝑐𝑐−𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑎
𝜂∗𝐵𝐵𝑢𝑠𝑢

� , � 𝐴𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑢
𝐴𝑐𝑢𝑐𝑐−𝑎𝑢𝑢𝑎

��               (5.1), 

where 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐−𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑎 is the size of the cell area, 𝐵𝐵𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the available (spectrum) bandwidth, η is the 
effective frequency reuse factor, 𝑅𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑎 is the average offered data rate per mobile subscriber, 
𝐴𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 represents the size of the targeted service area. While  𝑁𝑢𝑠𝑐𝑎 represents the number of 
the active mobile subscribers during the busy hour.   
Based on equation (5.1), the total investment to deploy a mobile network is calculated by 
taking the capital expenditures (CAPEX) - per site multiplied by the total number of sites. This 
relation is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for current demand levels of mobile broadband traffic as of 
today. In this context, more spectrum resources mean less sites and lower costs for a given 
spectrum band. However, anticipated cost savings, and hence the spectrum “value” depends 
on the demand levels.  In the macro cellular network deployment, the largest costs are 
associated with the base station sites, including costs for towers, masts, non-telecom 
equipment, power, installations and site leases [JOH07]. The competition among equipment 
manufactures in combination with technology advancement has pressed down prices on 
network equipment during the last decade, improving the cost-capacity ratio significantly.  This 
enables operators to replace existing 3G radio equipment with new 4G equipment for 
approximately 10,000 EUR per base station. This can be compared to typical costs of 100,000 
EUR in Europe for deployment of a new site and 20,000-30,000 EUR for upgrading an 
existing site with fiber connection [MJ11], [WMG-13a]. 

 
Figure 5.2: Network deployment cost as function of amount of spectrum [WMG-13a]. 

5.2 Value of Spectrum in Wide Area vs. Local Area Deployment Scenarios 
The value of the spectrum can vary between the different wide area deployment scenarios 
and the indoor/local area deployment scenarios. In sparse or dense wide area deployment 
scenarios, exclusive access to spectrum resources with good coverage and propagation 
conditions (e.g. "low frequency bands") over long time are important for a mobile operator’s 
strategic position in the market. By using more spectrum resources in the existing macro-cell 
base stations, MNOs can deploy less number of new sites and exploit previous infrastructure 

Cost savings if
20 MHz instead
of 10 MHz
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investments as shown in Figure 5.2. In contrast, the local area network deployments scenarios 
are characterized by short-range communication that can be accommodated in spectrum with 
short range propagation characteristics ("high frequency bands"). Moreover, indoor small-cells 
are coverage limited which has two consequences: first, the frequencies can be re-used in a 
more efficient manner and, second, the use of more frequency bandwidth per small-cells 
results in over-provisioning of network capacity without significant cost reduction. In this 
regard, the use of more spectrum bandwidth in indoor deployment scenarios does not 
necessarily lead to less number of radio base stations. This is due to the coverage bottleneck 
where specific number of indoor small-cells will be required to cover each floor any way as 
shown in Figure 5.2 [WMG-13a]. However, a larger number of small cells may be required 
depending on the maximum number of concurrent connection per small cell.                     

Looking into the METIS test cases like shopping mall, stadium, traffic jam, open air festival, 
etc. we can conclude that the demand levels typically is in the range 100-1000 Gbps per km2, 
i.e. 0,1 -1,0 Mbps per m2. The subscriber’s density is in the range of 0.1-1 users per m2. The 
same order of demand levels will result if we start with the individual subscriber demand; 500 
GB per subscriber per month corresponds to 5 Mbps per subscriber (assuming data 
consumed during 8 busy hours per day).  The main driver for network costs in wide area 
network deployment is the amount of new radio sites that needs to be deployed as indicted in 
section 5.1. Hence, this is a key aspect when alternative deployment options are investigated 
to provision the targeted capacity within specific service area. For purpose of the analysis in 
this forthcoming subsection, two types outdoor deployment scenarios are considered:  

1. Dense wide area deployment using spectrum <6 GHz: We have macro sites or outdoor 
small cells with inter site distance >200 meters, spectrum bands are <6 GHz and the 
amount of spectrum per operator can be up to 100 - 200 MHz. We assume that the 
total cost per site is 100,000 EUR where 10,000 EUR is for the radio (no matter the 
bandwidth). 

2. Hotspot deployment using spectrum >6 GHz: Here we assume “smaller” sites with 
inter site distance <50 m, spectrum bands are  between 6 and 19 GHz, amount of 
spectrum per operator  is up to 200 - 400 MHz. Here we assume “small” less costly 
sites, with total cost per "site" is 10,000 EUR where 20-30% is the radio. 

By considering these two deployment scenarios and targeted demand in terms of capacity per 
area unit (Gbps per km2), the basic relationship in Equation 5.1 can be used to estimate the 
required number of radio base stations (RBSs) and accordingly the deployment cost.  In 
essence, more system bandwidth in outdoor wide area deployment means less number of 
radio base stations will be required to satisfy a given demand, which means considerable cost 
savings as can be seen from Figure 5.2. For the traditional deployment the estimated network 
cost is in the range of 10,000,000 – 100,000,000 EUR per km2 which is very high, as shown 
in Figure 5.3. For an assumed future network with cheaper and more dense sites using large 
bandwidth, the cost is one order of magnitude lower, i.e., 1,000,000 – 10,000,000 EUR per 
km2 as shown in Figure 5.4. In this context, exclusive access to sufficient spectrum resources 
with good coverage and propagation properties over long time are important for a mobile 
operator’s strategic position in the market. 
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Figure 5.3: Dense wide area deployment using spectrum <6 GHz 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.4: Hotspot deployment using spectrum >6GHz.  
 

5.3 Value of Spectrum in Ultra dense Deployment Scenarios 
The results and discussions in sections 5.1 and 5.2 indicate that the radio base stations 
(RBSs) density and amount of the spectrum are linearly exchangeable for achieving area 
capacity increase which corresponds to the conclusion in [YK13] and [WMG-13a]. While the 
approach in section 5.1 has been widely used for modelling macro-cellular networks, its 
applicability in ultra-dense network deployment scenarios is questionable. In other words, this 
assumption works well with the traditional macro-cellular systems, where radio base stations 
are fully loaded in busy hours. In an interference-limited system with a saturated traffic, adding 
one more base station does not affect the SINR distribution of the system, but it increases the 
number of radio base stations in the area. Thus, the area capacity increases linearly with the 
number of radio base stations. This view is well articulated in [YK13] and [WMG-13a]. In other 
words, in sparse area deployment, increasing the radio base station number alleviates 
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concurrent access congestion problem. However, an important question is whether the linear 
relationship holds for 5G, particularly for UDN providing amazingly fast xMBB services. To 
explain this concept, Let us consider two deployment scenarios based on the ratio between 
RBSs and number active concurrent mobile subscribers during busy hours: ultra-dense 
network with more RBSs than active mobile subscribers and sparse network otherwise. In this 
context, consider that METIS targets of 10 to 100 times higher average data rate compared to 
today mobile broadband (around 0.1 to 1 Mbps) is used to estimate the average data rate 
requirements per active mobile-subscriber in future [YS15]. For the sparse network, around 
2.2 times densification brings about doubled data rate almost as shown in Figure 5.5. For this 
case, user throughput is almost linearly increasing with the RBS density, aligned with the 
result in Figure 5.2. Yet the cost and economic viability to rollout such dense radio network 
infrastructure need to be considered. On other hand, in ultra-dense network deployment 
scenarios the increment in the average data rate per active end-subscriber diminishes as the 
RBSs density increases. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, much more than 2 times densification, 
even more than 20 times in the extremely densification situations, is needed to achieve the 
double data rate. In this respect, the spectrum resource becomes even more valuable, i.e. 
acquiring some more spectrum resources may have a huge impact and could reduce the 
number of required RBSs. In essence, more system bandwidth in ultra-dense area 
deployment means less number of base stations will be required to satisfy a given demand.   
 

 
Figure 5.5: Spectrum-Densification Trade-off: Sparse Network [YS15]. 
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Figure 5.6: Spectrum-Densification Trade-off: Ultra-Dense Network [YS15]. 

5.4 Strategies for Radio Access Network Deployment in a Flexible Spectrum 
Use Regime   

The spectrum valuation methodology of spectrum resources based on the opportunity cost 
approach under the assumption that the resulting quality of services (QoS) and availability of 
spectrum is well defined and stable (i.e. exclusive spectrum access) may not be sufficient for 
all types of flexible spectrum use options. However, the flexible spectrum use options are 
uncertain in many aspects, e.g., availability, interference level and resulting quality for end-
subscribers compared to the exclusive licensed spectrum access as shown in Figure 5.5. The 
flexible spectrum use options can be categorized within the two broad authorizations, i.e. 
licensed and unlicensed authorization approaches, based on the primary (horizontal) and 
secondary (vertical) usage concepts as depicted in Figure 5.7. Actor with just one single type 
these flexible spectrum use option such as open or common access (like Wi-Fi), secondary 
access (like TV white space) and shared access (some type of LSA), may evaluate the 
spectrum value depending on their ability to offer services ‘‘at all’’ or not. Hence, a 
complementary qualitative approach can be used to assess the strategic value of flexible 
spectrum use based on what kind of actor is considered and if that actor can have access to 
exclusive licensed spectrum resources or not [WMG13c].  

The estimation of the value of a specific flexible spectrum use option can be based on the 
potential revenues in relation to the anticipated investment costs. The investment costs are 
both related to the network deployment (i.e. Capital Expenditures (CAPEX)) and to the 
running costs (i.e. Operation Expenditures (OPEX)). Network deployment and operation costs 
are related to build out of radio base station sites, to rent space in exiting sites, to buy and 
install new equipment along with the related maintenance and operation costs. Moreover, an 
overhead costs related to the operators business strategy, e.g. to build up and maintain a 
customer base (i.e. marketing & sales, customer relation management) and to provide service 
and billing platforms need to be considered. In this context, a strategic risk assessment of the 
whole a business case based on a specific flexible spectrum use option need to conducted. 
This section aims to have an understanding and insights about the deployment strategies of 
the different actors in view of the flexible spectrum use regime.  
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Figure 5.7: Spectrum Access Options [AM15]. 

  

5.4.1 Wide area deployment strategies  
From the deployment strategy perceptive of an MNO, the potential saving in total cost of 
ownership (TCO) must exceed the incurred cost in acquiring the spectrum resources and the 
associated new hardware or solutions. So far we have considered only network and 
deployment related aspects in the cost structure analysis. What impact does the cost for 
acquiring spectrum have? Will it change the situation and answer? By considering the 
situations in different markets, the value that justifies investing in more licensed spectrum 
rather than another deployment options (e.g. network densification) varies according the 
licensed spectrum fees paid by the mobile operators. To clarify this concept, a green field 
deployment study of the mobile broadband services in an urban area of twenty square 
kilometers is conducted.  The subscriber density within the aforementioned urban area is 
assumed to be around ten thousands subscribers per square kilometer. Accordingly, the 
generated mobile broadband traffic can be estimated as function of the mobile subscriber’s 
density and the mobile subscriber’s usage pattern. Two usage patterns are assumed for the 
mobile broadband subscribers, namely 5 GB/month (low usage) and 10 GB/month (medium 
usage), to reflect the anticipated demands levels in near future.  

As shown in Figure 5.8, the spectrum price and its associated implementation costs could be 
a key factor for making a decision about the suitable deployment option in such prevailing 
market environment.  On other words, in situation where operators have paid considerable 
higher prices, a lower engineering value for licensed spectrum can be anticipated based on 
the opportunity cost approach. However, these higher prices can be motivated by the limited 
availability of spectrum creating a fierce competition on spectrum as it has been strategically 
important for operators to be present on these markets and to gain competitive advantage in 
the market, i.e. high strategic value for the spectrum resources [AM15].  
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Figure 5.8: TCO (NPV) vs. Spectrum Bandwidth [AM15]. 

 
Referring to Figure 5.8, mobile network operators (MNOs) with insufficient licensed spectrum 
resources can benefit from schemes such as LSA to expand their services in a cost-efficient 
way. Although a mobile operator may see potential savings in overall network costs, when 
LSA solutions are adopted as shown in Figure 5.8, number of potential requirements can be 
identified. The mobile operator may hesitate to include a new type of technology in the 
networks. For example, the cost of Cognitive Radio (CR) currently would be larger than similar 
commercial LTE in licensed bands due to the economy of scale effect which - means higher 
strategic risk for operators. The option to use an existing standard (e.g. LTE) in another 
licensed band may be seen more straight-forward; yet this deployment option is subject to the 
spectrum availably at reasonable cost. On the other hand, other types of flexible spectrum use 
such as LSA and unlicensed spectrum bands (i.e. Wi-Fi), could be based on existing 
technology and hence lower strategic risk compared to the case of CR-based technology. 
Alternatively, MNOs with an abundant licensed spectrum resource, as illustrated in the lower 
right corner of Figure 5.8, will be in a good position to wait for better spectrum access options 
made after the spectrum reframing process for instance. 

On other hand, the use of co-primary sharing approach could lead to considerable reduction in 
the total cost of ownership (TCO), relaxing complexity risk and the access uncertainty risk 
associated with other spectrum use option such as dynamic LSA and common access (Wi-Fi 
Like). Yet, the implementation of efficient co-primary sharing requires innovative solutions in 
both technical and business domains. In this respect, in addition to the concerns of the 
economic viability of sharing the licensed spectrum in highly correlated traffic scenarios as 
shown in Figure 5.9, the mobile operators may be also concerned about their competitive 
position in the market. [AM15], [MJ11]. In this respect, the MNOs may need more compelling 
business incentives to risk the stable and guaranteed access to its licensed spectrum 
resources which is considered as highly important factor to sustain competitive advantage in 
the market. 
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Figure 5.9: TCO (NPV) for different spectrum sharing options [AM15]. 

5.4.2 Indoor and hotspot deployment strategies 
The situation in indoor and hotspot deployment scenarios are less demanding for new entrant 
with respect to the level of the required investment in underline network infrastructure 
compared to the wide area deployment [MGM12]. In this regard, flexible spectrum use based 
on shared Access (e.g. LSA) could allow actors rather than the traditional mobile network 
operator such as Facility Owners (FO), Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) and 
Wireless Internet Service Providers (WISP) to invest in indoor mobile network infrastructure. 
These actors can act as Local Network Operators (LNO) and build their business models 
around the provision of mobile services in locations where there seems to be a “hole” or lack 
of coverage or capacity in a particular area within the MNOs service footprint [WMG13a], 
[WMG13b]. In this respect, the LNO could either act on behalf of the MNOs or build 
independent indoor/local mobile network infrastructure as described in the forthcoming 
sections. Moreover, for local area deployment scenarios, the MNOs or the LNOs are usually 
needed to cooperate closely with other actors with different business traditions. Typically, this 
can be owners of buildings and infrastructure, companies that use the buildings and 
enterprises with offices.  A generic indoor or hotspot ecosystem could look like Figure 5.10 
where all possible business relations between actors are illustrated. It should be highlighted 
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that the regulator (NRA) is considered to have an administrative role, looking after the 
relations and businesses. Since the Facility owner (which can be called the Hidden Actor) 
determines how the network should be deployed, they prefer to avoid multiple infrastructures 
running in their facilities as well as preferring interacting with only one entity in different stages 
(deployment and operation). In this respects, the MNOs may tend to enter into different 
cooperation agreements with a third party (i.e. LNO) to deploy and operate mobile network on 
their behalf; especially in situations where the deployment of mobile networks brings extra 
activities and overheads to the MNOs which may not be within the scope of the MNO core 
business as will be discussed in the forthcoming subsections. 

 
Figure 5.10: Actors in indoor Mobile Ecosystem. 

5.4.2.1 LNO as Managed Service Providers 
The LNO can act on behalf of the MNOs and negotiate with other actors (such as facility 
owners) all matters relating to the deployment, management and operation of the indoor 
mobile network. In this case, the LNO could utilize the available spectrum resources of the 
MNOs to rollout the required indoor mobile network. To achieve better QoS in indoor mobile 
network, a dedicated spectrum from MNO`s license bands can be allocated to the LNO 
depending on the availability of spectrum. In this regard, LNO business model become similar 
to the role of managed service providers (MSP). Traditionally, the MSP business model is 
adopted by the network vendors to manage and operate the outdoor cellular infrastructure for 
their client (i.e. MNO). However, the MSP role is not restricted to network vendors or to 
outdoor cellular infrastructure and any other actor could play such role especially in local area 
network deployment scenarios as shown in Figure 5.10. In this regard, a small company can 
build their business model around offering a new type of service called SCaaS (i.e. Small 
Cells as a Service) by deploying and operating small-cell networks on behalf of the mobile 
network operator (MNO). The motivation behind the SCaaS business model is the ability to 
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provide mobile coverage and capacity where it is needed by the customers; especially in 
places hard to be covered by the outdoor cellular networks  [WMG13a], [WMG13b].  

5.4.2.2 Independent LNO  
Actors such as WISPs, FO, Network vendors and MVNO may opt for an independent 
business strategy where they invest, deploy and operate local mobile network infrastructure 
and act as independent local network operators (LNOs). For independent LNO, spectrum 
resources could be secured via different flexible spectrum use options. The first option is to 
use licensed spectrum which is costly and hard to secure (i.e. subject to the spectrum 
availability and surrounding regulations) as shown in Figure 5.11. Hence, actors such as 
WISPs may prefer to act as virtual operators rather than LNO and use other actor 
infrastructure, namely MNOs. The second option is to use more unlicensed spectrum bands 
which are cost-effective solutions compared to the licensed spectrum. The problem facing the 
use of the unlicensed spectrum band is the fact that Wi-Fi network has not been designed as 
a mobile technology; i.e. the mobile subscribers cannot seamlessly move between Wi-Fi 
networks and outdoor cellular network sites. Nonetheless, recent advances in Wi-Fi standards 
and new trends in manufacturing and deploying an Integrated Femto-Wi-Fi (IFW) access point 
may put an end to such shortcomings. Even though, the IFW access points may still need to 
use the licensed bands to fulfil the user requirements on a 5G service. The third option is to 
exploit spectrum bands allocated for other non-communication systems using the Horizontal 
Shared Secondary Access authorization scheme (e.g. broadcasting and aeronautical bands). 
The key obstacles for Horizontal Shared Secondary Access authorization scheme are the 
availability of spectrum, network cost and end-user equipment as shown in Figure 5.11. In this 
connection, the use of Licensed Shared Access LSA scheme could provide long-term and 
stable conditions that may prompt or induce manufacture support for investing in user and 
network equipment. Furthermore, possibility to extend the operation of future mobile system to 
unlicensed spectrum resources in indoor deployments may open new business for the LNO. 
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Figure 5.11: Actors investment strategies and spectrum access Options [WMG13a], [WMG13b]. 

5.5 Concluding Remarks 
Spectrum valuation is a complex issue relating to a number of factors like corporate strategy, 
market development, technological issues, financial aspects and regulatory decisions. The 
applied approach combines network deployment, spectrum allocation cases, user demand 
levels, cost and capacity issues, which are integrated in the methodology that calculates the 
opportunity cost of spectrum. In this chapter we tried first to investigate the possible ways to 
utilize the emerging flexible spectrum use options by raising questions about the value 
spectrum resources in outdoor deployment, indoor and hotspots deployment scenarios. While 
in the second part of the chapter, the investment strategies of the different actors in view of 
these flexible spectrum use options have been discussed. In summary, the conducted 
analysis has underscored that radio spectrum is a vital asset for mobile network operators and 
with more spectrum, i.e. wider bandwidth; operators can offer higher capacity and average 
data rate per active user. However, the value of spectrum is different for different actors (e.g. 
MNO and LNO) and for different deployment scenarios (i.e. wide area and indoor or 
hotspot).These conclusions can be further discussed as follows: 

• The engineering value of spectrum in hotspot and indoor deployment scenarios is 
different from that of the wide area deployment scenarios. For wide area systems 
where capacity can be improved by either adding new radio base stations (using 
existing spectrum) or by acquiring additional spectrum. However, for local area and 
indoor systems the spectrum valuation is more complicated. A first issue is to get or be 
able to control spectrum for the local area and secondly, both coverage and capacity 
need to be considered since many indoor or hotspot systems are coverage limited. 
Finally, for very dense deployment scenarios, where the density of access points is 
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equal or larger than the active mobile subscribers density, more spectrum resources 
will be required to reach the targeted higher  average guaranteed data rate per active 
end-subscriber in future mobile systems (i.e. 10 to 100 times more compared to toady 
network). In other words, the requirements for more spectrum cannot be substituted 
with more radio base stations in such ultra-dense deployment scenarios.  

• The spectrum valuation methodology of spectrum resources based on the opportunity 
cost approach under the assumption that the resulting quality of services (QoSs) and 
availability of spectrum is well defined and stable may not be sufficient for all types of 
spectrum use options. Actors with just one single type flexible spectrum use options 
such as common access (like Wi-Fi) and shared access (like LSA), can evaluate the 
spectrum value base on their ability to offer services ‘‘at all’’ or not. Hence, an 
alternative approach need to be adopted based on what kind of actor is considered 
and if that actor can have access to licensed spectrum resources or not [WMG13c]. In 
other words, the estimation of the value of a specific flexible spectrum use option 
depends on the potential revenues in relation to the anticipated investment costs 
considering the business model of the specific actor. In this context, the flexible 
spectrum use options such as LSA may reduce entry barriers to the mobile market. 
Actors such as Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO) and Internet Service 
Providers (ISPs) can  build their business models around the provisioning of mobile 
services in locations where there seems to be a “hole” or lack of service coverage in a 
particular area within the (MNOs) service footprint.  
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6 Conclusions 
 
This deliverable is the final METIS outcome on spectrum. It provides an overview of the 
spectrum concepts developed and analysed as solutions for the spectrum needs of 5G. After 
a brief introduction in the overall METIS methodology, the 5G spectrum needs are discussed 
for the three generic 5G services defined by METIS: Extreme Mobile Broad-Band (xMBB), 
massive Machine-Type Communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable MTC (uMTC).  

In Section 2, it is described how 5G systems can cope with the challenging variety of spectrum 
usage scenarios, comprising different spectrum authorisation modes, spectrum sharing 
scenarios and frequency bands by exploiting a set of sharing enablers as part of a Spectrum 
Toolbox, and by an innovative Spectrum Sharing Architecture.  

The METIS project has proposed innovative TeCs, which will enhance different KPIs beyond 
current values obtainable with state-of-the-art technology. Section 3 of this deliverable 
discusses the spectrum perspective of these TeCs, and their relevance for the generic 5G 
services. They enable the adoption of new mechanisms for spectrum sharing, increasing the 
spectrum usage opportunities for 5G MNOs. The functionalities provided by the TeCs 
correspond to specific entities in the functional architecture described in section 2.2.2. 

Section 4 of this deliverable discusses not only how the defined TeCs are applied to enable 
new spectrum opportunities and flexible spectrum usage, but provides also a detailed 
example for partial LSA and co-primary sharing and a description for the mutual 
interdependencies of the TeCs. 

Finally, section 5 of this deliverable analyses the business and economic implications of the 
flexible use of spectrum resources, looking at different deployment scenarios and actors, and 
on spectrum authorisation modes.  

Based on the overall evaluation results provided by METIS and summarized in this 
deliverable, the following conclusions can be defined: 

Spectrum for 5G main services 
 
For the main 5G service xMBB, a mixture of frequency spectrum comprising lower bands for 
coverage purposes and higher bands with large contiguous bandwidth to cope with the traffic 
capacity, including wireless backhaul solutions, is required. Exclusive licensed spectrum is 
essential to guarantee the coverage obligation and QoS, supplemented by other licensing 
regimes, e.g. LSA or unlicensed access (e.g. Wi-Fi offload) or new enhanced unlicensed 
access schemes (e.g. LAA) to increase overall spectrum availability.  
 
Frequency spectrum below 6 GHz is most suitable for mMTC applications, spectrum below  
1 GHz is needed to provide large coverage and good penetration. Exclusive licensed 
spectrum is the preferred option, however, other licensing regimes might be considered 
depending on specific application requirements.  

Licensed spectrum is considered most appropriate for uMTC. For safety V2V and V2X 
communication the frequency band 5875 MHz - 5925 MHz harmonized for Intelligent 
Transport Systems (ITS) [ECCDEC0801] is an option.  
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Spectrum demand 
 
Sufficient amount of spectrum needs to be available in low spectrum bands in order to satisfy 
the requirement for seamless coverage of the 5G services xMBB and mMTC.  

Additional spectrum below 6 GHz is essential to cope with the mobile traffic in urban and 
suburban areas, and in medium dense hotspots.  

Spectrum above 6 GHz is necessary for enabling wireless access in high-dense usage 
scenarios, i.e. to fulfil the high contiguous bandwidth demand for xMBB, and also for wireless 
backhaul solutions for high capacity ultra-dense small cell networks.  

Licensing 

Exclusive licensed spectrum is essential for the success of 5G to provide the expected QoS 
and to secure investments.  

Shared spectrum can be considered in addition, provided that predictable QoS conditions are 
maintained, e.g. by LSA regime.  

License-exempt spectrum might be suitable as a supplementary option for certain 
applications. 
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A. SPECTRUM TECHNICAL COMPONENTS EVALUATION   
 

A.1 TeC01 - Algorithms enabling sharing in unlicensed bands   
 

This TeC, enabling usage of unlicensed bands via sharing between cellular and Wi-Fi radios, 
was considered in the beginning of METIS project. As soon as discussion on this topic started 
in 3GPP, METIS no longer focused on this TeC. Therefore, it is not explained here in more 
detail. More information can also be found from [RUM+12].  

A.2 TeC02 - Flexible spectrum use for moving networks   
 

TeC02 Description   
This TeC develops mechanisms for the flexible use of spectrum when a vehicular node 
changes its purpose from a relay node (MN-M) to a base station (MN-N), and vice versa. 
Depending on the desired behavior (e.g., in-vehicle coverage or coverage extension outside 
the vehicle) this TeC enables better spectrum utilization in xMBB and dynamic RAN. One 
specific problem happens when a vehicular node which can act also as a low-power base 
station, moves across a regulatory (e.g. country) border, which is a very common scenario 
especially in Europe. 

With TeC02, a moving/nomadic node can have different modes depending on its spectrum 
access, operating environment, location, mobility etc. It can operate as full-blown low-power 
base station (using licensed or license exempt band) or as a relay with different level of 
capabilities. Figure A.2.1 shows an example of different operational modes the node could 
use. 

 
Figure A.2.1:  Different operational modes of a moving node. 

 
For example, in the use case of crossing the regulatory border the node can change its mode 
to be a simple dumb relay. Another mode change can happen based on crossing the own 
operator’s coverage area or when entering new area with e.g. new LSA bands available. This 
is called smart mode switching and it is depicted in Figure A.2.2. 
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Figure A.2.2: Changing operation mode based on location/trajectory and spectrum availability. 
 
Both at device and network side, new techniques like software defined and configurable 
radios, software defined networking and network function virtualization are enablers for this 
kind of flexible operation.  

 

TeC02 Applicability    
WP5 TeC02 can be applied to all spectrum environments but it is especially useful in diverse 
multi-operator, multi-RAT environments with mixture of licensed and license exempt spectrum 
and when the mobile node is moving over different spectrum access and regulatory areas.  

 

TeC02 Requirements and cost    
For changing the information about spectrum availability across operators, availability and 
access to inter-operator spectrum database is needed. In a special case of roaming across 
regulatory borders, there might be a need to have access also to some form of spectrum 
rules/regulation database (allowed power levels, cross country restrictions, etc.), if that 
information is not provided by spectrum database. Typically this is defined by the NRA in a 
Regulatory Framework (e.g. Sharing Framework for LSA) and can be, implemented either in 
the spectrum database or a separated Spectrum Administration/Coordination unit operated by 
a regulatory body or a 3rd party. In general, TeC02 can save network operator costs due to 
more efficient spectrum usage and end users cost by, e.g., using more cost-efficient mode for 
communication, also abroad.  

 

TeC02 Evaluation Approach   
The benefits of TeC02 are difficult to quantify directly, e.g., with numerical simulations. It helps 
to fulfil the EU wide targets for open wireless market, EU-wide roaming and mobility across 
the national country borders. Most benefits are for the end users, when e.g. using moving 
nodes in one’s car in most flexible manner for example to optimize costs (car node can be 
used as a local hotspot for the users inside the car but also when visiting a mall, summer 
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cottage etc.). TeC02 can be also applied to public transport, moving nodes in buses, trains 
and even airplanes.  

 

TeC02 Evaluation Working Assumptions  
Not applicable. 

 

TeC02 Evaluation Outcomes   
TeC02 targets to improve following KPIs from [MET14-D53]: 

• KPI-SU3: Average user throughput  

• KPI-SU5: Overall system CAPEX reduction 

• KPI-SU6: Overall system OPEX reduction 

• KPI-SU7: Mobility support 

• KPI-SU9: Relative spectrum occupation rate 

• KPI-SU10: Area spectral efficiency 

 

A.3 TeC03 - Inter-operator separation rule for non-cooperative spectrum 
sharing 

 

TeC03 Description   
WP5 TeC03 intends to address -xMBB for answering the following question: 

• Is cooperative coordination between the network operators beneficial? 

It is an important question from a business decision perspective. Even if there are technical 
means of inter-operator coordination, such coordination involves a strategic business decision. 
It is costly although the cost is difficult to quantify. Thus, it is desired to avoid cooperation if 
possible. 

The answer to the above question depends on how much interference the neighboring 
operations would cause to each other. If they are influenced heavily by each other, 
coordination is necessary. Other relevant WP5 TeCs for inter-operator coordination can be 
applied in this case. Therefore, WP5 TeC03 is highly complementary with other WP5 TeCs. 
However, if the mutual interference is negligible, avoiding coordination is much better because 
it will alleviate so-called “strategic cost”. We can answer the question in terms of inter-
operator separation. Thus, WP5 TeC03 is essentially about making a rule for necessary 
separation between operators in order to prevent cooperation.  

The required inter-operator separation is measured in terms of base station density with and 
without inter-operator coordination. Hypothetically, we can compare two extreme options. One 
is the worst case without any coordination between operators. Let worstN MNOs. Let worstN  be 
the required number of BSs to satisfy a certain area spectral efficiency target. The other option 
is the ideal case with perfect inter-operator coordination. Let idealN  be the required number of 
BSs for this case. Then, the gain of cooperation can be expressed as  

worst ideal

worst

N NGain
N
−

=  . 
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The question is whether this gain outweighs the cost involved with the cooperation. The cost 
of cooperation includes both physical cost for fast and reliable information exchange between 
the network operators and perceived cost for managerial cooperation decision. This depends 
on the inter-operator separation. We can say that the cooperation becomes not meaningful at 
a certain distance ecoD  if 

eco

worst ideal

worst
D D

N N
N

e
=

−
<  

We call ecoD  economic reuse distance of inter-operator non-cooperation. 

 

TeC03 Applicability    
WP5 TeC03 can be applied to horizontal sharing cases when spectrum is to be shared by 
operators geographically non-overlapping. As an example, one can imagine neighboring 
buildings where each building is served by a different network operator as illustrated the 
Figure A.3.1 below. There is no further limitation of the applicability of TeC03 in terms of 
access technology and spectrum range.   

 
Figure A.3.1: Illustration of inter-operator separation rule for non-cooperative spectrum sharing. 

 

TeC03 Requirements and cost    
The main objective of TeC03 is to save the cost of spectrum sharing. Therefore, it should incur 
minimal cost to network operators. Only a small set of assumptions are needed to implement 
WP5 TeC03. 

• Availability of a central external entity (e.g. Spectrum Management unit or Spectrum 
Administration/Coordination unit) which can calculate the economic reuse 
distance;Availability of inter-operator propagation loss data. 

On the other hand, TeC03 can be utilized better if it is supported by regulatory bodies for their 
spectrum allocation decisions. From this point of view, WP5 TeC03 can be implemented by an 
external Spectrum Administration/Coordination unit (see [MET14-D53]) owned by a regulatory 
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body. There is no need for fast or frequent access to operator data. Inter-operator propagation 
loss can be obtained from digital maps or actual measurements. 

 

TeC03 Evaluation Approach   
Quantitative analysis is required for the implementation of WP5 TeC03. The decision of 
whether to cooperate or not depends on the calculation of economic reuse distance. However, 
the evaluation of TeC03 shall be done as a form of qualitative analysis. Note that the benefit 
of TeC03 is very difficult to quantify. It is about the reduction of strategic cost, i.e. the cost 
occurring in the business domain when a network operator needs to make a decision for 
cooperation, which surely exists but is very subjective.  

 

TeC03 Evaluation Working Assumptions  
The implementation of TeC03 is not bound to specific access technologies. Therefore, it does 
not need any particular working assumption.  

 

TeC03 Evaluation Outcomes   
TeC03 targets two spectrum KPIs: 

• KPI-SU5: Overall system CAPEXCAPEX reduction 

• KPI-SU6: Overall system OPEXOPEX reduction 

As discussed above, a challenge lies in quantifying the cost reduction in the business decision 
domain. 

 

A.4 TeC04 - Coordinated multi-carrier waveform based sharing technique 
 
TeC04 Description   
This TeC addresses the flexible spectrum sharing between operators based on multi-carrier 
waveform and centralized spectrum coordination. Figure A.4.1 shows the system setup, where 
two or more operators obtain a certain spectrum band for shared usage in a certain time 
period. The spectrum band can be contiguous or non-contiguous. This TeC does not require 
all operators to have very accurate mutual synchronization in frequency and time.  

 
Figure A.4.1: Usage scenario for WP5 TeC04 – Coordinated multi-carrier waveform based 

sharing technique. 
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Prior to the shared spectrum usage, the spectrum manager determines a common “subcarrier 
grid'' that defines the maximum total number of subcarriers. During the shared usage, each 
operator only activates a subset of the subcarriers according to the spectrum allocation of the 
spectrum manager. Different operators transmit signals in orthogonal sets of subcarriers. The 
sum of the active subcarrier numbers of all involved operators equals the number of 
subcarriers in the “subcarrier grid”. 

The spectrum allocation follows a two-stage process:  

• Stage 1 Medium term/long term inter-operator spectrum allocation: In this stage, each 
operator sends necessary information, e.g., the traffic demand, the favourite 
subcarriers in the subcarrier grid and the wished minimum fragment size etc., to the 
spectrum manager. The actual content of such information would depend on the 
sharing agreement or a standardized sharing framework. After gathering such 
information, the spectrum manager partitions the shared spectrum into a number of 
fragments and allocates these fragments to the operators. Each operator obtains a 
different set of such fragments, which should have no overlap with the sets of the other 
operators. Such partitioning and allocation is done according to the size and structure 
of the shared spectrum, the requirements of the operators, as well as the sharing 
policy. The spectrum partitioning and fragment allocation in this stage is done 
periodically in medium term (e.g. every 500 milliseconds) or long term (e.g. every 
several second). After the spectrum partitioning and fragment allocation, the spectrum 
manager sends to each operator the information about the allocated fragments. 
Alternatively, the spectrum manager can broadcast the whole spectrum fragment 
allocation map to all operators. The spectrum manager will also send information about 
out-of-fragment radiation masks, which will be described later; 

• Stage 2 Short term per-operator resource allocation to UTs: From the allocated 
spectrum fragments, each operator allocates the frequency resource to its UT's, in 
terms of certain number of subchannels or subcarriers. Generally, the operators can 
perform such resource allocation independently from each other. Alternatively, the 
operators can also have certain degree of cooperation, e.g., exchanging relevant 
information for further reduction mutual interference. 

For the corresponding air interface, the use of multi-carrier waveforms like OFDM, FBMC, 
UFMC, etc. is foreseen.  

To manage the inter-operator interference, “out-of-fragment radiation masks” are applied to 
manage inter-operator interferences (see ). Each operator has to adapt his waveform and 
guard-band size to meet this mask. In case of RAN infrastructure sharing between a subset of 
operators and/or having perfect mutual synchronization in their BSs, consideration of the mask 
and use of guard-band is not required. 

 

 
Figure A.4.2: Spectrum sharing principle for WP5 TeC04. 
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The high level view on functional units for spectrum sharing scheme is shown in Figure A.4.3. 

 
Figure A.4.3: High level view on functional units for spectrum sharing scheme applied for 

TeC04. 

  
TeC04 Applicability 
TeC04 is applicable to horizontal spectrum sharing, e.g, co-primary inter-operator spectrum 
sharing, horizontal coexistence in LSA mode, etc.  

 

TeC04 Requirements and cost 
This TeC requires a central external entity (Spectrum Manager or Spectrum 
Administration/Coordination) with  

• Spectrum resource data base (e.g. GLDB or LSA repository) and  

• Policy data base (e.g. sharing rules, fairness rules). 

Furthermore, availability of a new multi-carrier based air interface is required, which will use 
on demand orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), filter bank based multi-carrier 
(FBMC) or universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) type waveforms and allows flexible 
adaptation of waveform (e.g., activation and deactivation of subcarriers, adaptation of 
subcarrier spacing, filtering, guard-band setting) as well as frame structure according to the 
traffic type and propagation environment etc.  

Since this TeC neither requires highly accurate synchronization between operators nor 
collocated BS / shared RAN, no significant change of the network infrastructure is necessary 
and the application of this TeC is straight forward.  
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For operators, mainly the interface to the external spectrum manager is needed, which can 
even be based on state-of-the art internet interfaces. Main costs are defined with the TCO of 
the spectrum manager. 
 
TeC04 Evaluation Approach 
This TeC is evaluated by a multi-link transmission simulation. A simplified scenario is 
observed, where two operators have only one user each. Each operator has equi-distant 
spectrum fragments allocated. The average spectral efficiency in b/s/Hz, as well as minimum 
SIR per operator in dB are evaluated as functions of spectrum fragment size and guardband 
size. Furthermore, the average spectral efficiency is investigated as a function of the time and 
frequency synchronization mismatch between the networks of different operators. 

 

TeC04 Evaluation Working Assumptions 
For simplicity, it was assumed that the path loss between the BS and the UE remains the 
same for different operators. Furthermore, the noise influence is ignored in the simulation. But 
to remain realistic, an SIR limit of 50 dB is set which means that we don’t assume SNR higher 
than 50 dB. 

 

TeC04 Evaluation Outcomes   
Qualitatively, it is estimated that TeC04 increased following KPIs listed in [MET14-D53] 

• KPI-SU1: Increase of available spectrum per operator 

• KPI-SU2: Increase of network capacity per operator 

• KPI-SU3: Average user throughput 

• KPI-SU5: Overall system CAPEX reduction 

• KPI-SU6: Overall system OPEX reduction 

• KPI-SU9: Relative spectrum occupation rate 

 
Quantitatively, we have evaluated mainly KPI-SU1 (in terms of guardband reduction), KPI-
SU2, KPI-SU3 and KPI-SU5 (in terms of hardware saving for highly accurate inter-operator 
synchronization). 

Figure A.4.4 shows the average spectral efficiency (averaged over bandwidth, but summed 
over operators) as a function of the spectrum fragment size, with different values of the 
guardbands. Both spectrum fragment size and guardband size are indicated in terms of the 
number of subcarriers. The average spectral efficiency was calculated based on the SIR using 
the Shannon equation. For simplicity, the CP and RC-windowing overhead of OFDM are not 
considered. From the figure we can see that the average spectral efficiency generally 
increases with the spectrum fragment size. Furthermore, the average spectral efficiency with 
FBMC is much higher than those with OFDM (more than 46% gain), due to much lower 
spectral sidelobes. Moreover, we can observe that the increase of average spectral efficiency 
goes to saturation as the fragment size increases. For FBMC, the saturation point is achieved 
with fragment size of about 70 subcarriers, while much larger fragment size (>200) is required 
by OFDM to achieve such saturation. This means that FBMC allows the usage of small 
fragment size, which leads to higher flexibility and efficiency of spectrum usage. 
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Figure A.4.4: Average spectral efficiency as a function of the spectrum fragment size, with 

different values of the guardbands. 
 
Figure A.4.5 and Figure A.4.6 show the minimum SINR per subcarrier and the average 
spectral efficiency, respectively, as functions of the guardband size, with different values of the 
spectrum fragment sizes. According to Figure A.4.5, if the out-of-fragment radiation mask 
should assure a minimum SIR of, e.g., 40 dB, the required guardband sizes for FBMC, RC-
OFDM and OFDM are 1, 27 and 400, respectively. Thus, the required guardband overhead of 
FBMC is much lower than RC-OFDM and OFDM. From Figure A.4.6, we can see that as the 
guardband increases, the average spectral efficiency can first increase slightly but then 
decreases continuously. This implies that after a certain guardband size, the guardband 
overhead becomes the more dominant spectral efficiency limiting factor than the inter-operator 
interference. 

 

FBMC 

 

OFDM 
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Figure A.4.5: Minimum SINR per subcarrier as a function of the guardband size, with different 

values of the spectrum fragment sizes. 
 

Now, we compare the influence of inter-operator synchronization accuracy on different 
waveforms for spectrum sharing. For this purpose, the above simulation was repeated for 
different values of inter-operator time and frequency synchronization mismatches. Different 
fragment sizes and guardband sizes are used for FBMC, OFDM and RC-OFDM, as listed in 
Table A.4.1. The guardband sizes are determined based on the results in Figure A.4.5 and the 
required minimum SIR of 40 dB. Furthermore, small fragment size is used by FBMC, while 
large fragment sizes are used by OFDM and RC-OFDM. Actually, for OFDM, the shared 40 
MHz spectrum is partitioned into two halves, each for one operator. 
 

Table A.4.1: Used fragment size and guardband size. 

Waveform 
 

Fragment size 
(excluding guardband) 

Guardband size 

FBMC 70 subc. 1 subc. 

OFDM 600 subc. 400 subc. 

RC-OFDM 600 subc. 27 subc. 

 

 
FBMC 

 

RC-OFDM 

 

OFDM 
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Figure A.4.7 shows the spectral efficiency gain of using FBMC against using OFDM and RC-
OFDM as functions of the time and frequency synchronization mismatches. As shown, OFDM 
and RC-OFDM have only advantages for very small range of synchronization mismatches, i.e. 
time shift of <144 (CP size) and carrier frequency offset (CFO) under 0.2% of subcarrier 
spacing (e.g. 0.02 ppm for carrier frequency of 2.6 GHz). Outside this range, FBMC can 
always achieve much better spectral efficiency than using OFDM an RC-OFDM. The spectral 
efficiency gain of FBMC over OFDM and RC-OFDM can be above 150% and 60%, 
respectively. Note that if the CP overhead and RC windowing overhead are taken into 
account, the gain of FBMC will be even larger. This result motivates the usage of FBMC when 
no accurate inter-operator synchronization is available. 

 
Figure A.4.6: Average spectral efficiency as a function of the guardband size, with different 

values of the spectrum fragment sizes. 
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Figure A.4.7: Spectral efficiency gain of FBMC over OFDM and RC-OFDM as functions of the 

inter-operator time shift (time synchronization mismatch) and carrier frequency offset 
(frequency synchronization mismatch). 

 

A.5 TeC05 - Co-ordination protocol for interaction between operators 
supporting the use of limited spectrum pool and mutual renting 

 
TeC05 Description   
This TeC proposes a protocol to coordinate spectrum sharing between MNOs, thus applicable 
to xMBB. Ideally, inter-operator spectrum sharing should not touch the revenue model of 
operators, it should have low complexity and should not reveal operator-specific information 
among operators and/or to other parties. For this, the TeC constructs a protocol based on 
asking and receiving spectrum usage favours by the operators, and keeping a book of the 
favours. A spectrum favour is exchanged if one operator asks for it and the other is willing to 
accept it. When inter-operator spectrum sharing takes place over a spectrum pool, a spectrum 
favour may refer to the following action – An operator asks its competitor for permission to use 
some of the resources from the pool on an exclusive basis for some time. On the other hand, 
in a mutual renting scenario, there may be different types of favours – An operator asks its 
competitor for permission to use some of the competitor’s resources for some time either (i) on 
a shared basis or (ii) in an exclusive manner. A spectrum favour should be valid for a certain 
time period that has to be agreed between the operators. After that time period expires, the 
utilization of spectrum must fall back to the default state and a new round of spectrum usage 
negotiations will start. 

Inter-operator spectrum sharing in the form of spectrum favours neither forces an operator to 
take an action nor requires being aware of the network state of the competitor. In small cell 
deployments, the data traffic and interference profiles are expected to vary significantly. When 
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inter-operator interference is low, both operators can benefit from sharing spectrum. Also, 
under network load variations, operators can coordinate their actions and use the available 
spectral resources in more efficient ways. For instance, an operator with a high network load 
may take spectrum favours from an operator that has few users to serve, and it is likely to 
return these favours at some point in future to be cooperative in return and maintain a 
reciprocity. In the long run, both operators will achieve performance gains as compared to the 
scheme that does not support spectrum sharing.  

 

TeC05 Applicability 
This TeC is applicable to horizontal spectrum sharing, e.g, co-primary inter-operator spectrum 
sharing, horizontal coexistence in LSA mode, etc.  

 

TeC05 Requirements and cost 
The protocol requires that the operators a priori agree about the spectrum sharing rules and 
they are bound to follow these rules. Operators should agree about the decision making 
mechanism on asking and granting spectrum favours and also about the time length of a 
favour. However, it is important to remark that operators need not employ same optimization 
targets nor be aware of each other’s network state. The TeC presumes the availability of a 
spectrum controller that is used to take the final decision on spectrum sharing and announce it 
to other operators. Finally, the TeC requires a measurement function to identify the amount of 
interference an operator receives from other operators.  

 

TeC05 Evaluation Approach 
Quantitative analysis is used to assess the performance gains using this TeC. The TeC is 
evaluated in TC2 following the METIS simulation guidelines in [MET13-D61] regarding user 
density, network deployment and propagation pathloss models. The TeC is evaluated in two 
spectrum sharing scenarios pertinent to TC2 (i) multi-operator spectrum sharing between 
small cells of different operators deployed over a single building floor (ii) multi-operator 
spectrum sharing HetNets where small cells of different operators cover different buildings. 
For simplicity, only two operators are considered in the evaluation. Spectrum sharing in the 
downlink is simulated. 

In each simulation snapshot, the users are randomly deployed in their corresponding areas 
and each operator assesses its performance gains by taking favours and its performance 
loses by granting favours. The instantaneous gain and loss are compared with predetermined 
thresholds and decision is made. Intuitively, an operator is prone to ask for a favour when its 
instantaneous gain is high while, on the other hand, an operator is prone to grant a favour 
when its instantaneous loss is small. Each operator independently sets its decision thresholds 
to maximize its expected reward under the constraint that both operators, in the long run, take 
the same amount of equally valuable favours. 

 

TeC05 Evaluation Working Assumptions 
The parameter settings regarding network deployment, channel models and user densities are 
summarized in the table below. The traffic is not explicitly modelled. It is assumed that every 
user has a packet to send. The bandwidth of a component carrier is 10 MHz, i.e., spectrum 
favours must be integer multiples of this bandwidth. 
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Table A.5.1: Parameter settings. 
 

 
 
The performance gain is assessed in comparison with a system that does not support inter-
operator spectrum sharing, i.e., the two operators use orthogonal spectrum. 

 

TeC05 Evaluation Outcomes   
Firstly, we consider that the femto cells of the two operators occupy different buildings. The 
inter-operator interference between femto cells is negligible owing to outer building wall 
attenuation and low transmit power levels. Because of that, the femto cells can agree to share 
their spectrum giving rise to a spectrum pool of 40 MHz. The available bandwidth per operator 
increases from 30 MHz to 50 MHz, i.e., 67%.  

Even though spectrum sharing enhances the femto cell performance of both operators, it may 
introduce harmful inter-operator interference between the femto cells of one operator and the 
microcells of the other. The micro cell does not transmit in the opponent operator’s frequency 
band, however, due to spectrum sharing among femto cells, the micro-connected UEs may be 
exposed to harmful inter-operator interference generated by the femto cells of the opponent. 
This occurs when users of an operator visit the building of the opponent. When the amount of 
visiting users becomes high, the micro cell can ask for spectrum usage favours from the femto 
cells of the opponent operator. In the figure below, one can see that the average rate for femto 
cell users increases by almost 80% while micro-connected users suffer from a small 
performance degradation. In this simulation, the visiting probability is 20%.  

 
 

Figure A.5.1: Inter-operator HetNet deployment scenario. User rate distribution. 
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Secondly, we consider spectrum sharing only between femto cells. When femto cells of 
different operators are well-separated, e.g., providing services at different parts of a building, 
they can entertain higher user rates from spectrum sharing. In this simulation, it is assumed 
that the femto cells agree to share 10 MHz out of 20 MHz giving rise to a spectrum pool of 20 
MHz. The available bandwidth per femto cell increases by 50%, the average femto cell user 
rate by 46% and the cell edge user rate (10-th percentile) by 48%.  

  
Figure A.5.2: Inter-operator deployment scenario with low inter-operator interference. User rate 

distribution. 
 
Finally, we consider an indoor deployment scenario with high inter-operator interference. In 
that case, operators may take advantage of instantaneous network load variations, i.e., they 
ask for favours when they are heavily loaded and they grant favours when they have few 
users to serve. In the long run, both operators achieve benefits because the gain of taking a 
favour when the operator is heavily-loaded is higher than the loss of granting a favour when 
the operator is lightly-loaded. The operators construct a spectrum pool of 20 MHz and they 
increase their average user rate by 38% and the cell edge user rate (10-th percentile) by 33%.  

 
 

  
Figure A.5.3: Inter-operator deployment scenario with high inter-operator interference. User rate 

distribution. 
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A.6 TeC06 - Geo-location based interference management in environments 
with non-uniform user density and terrain-based propagation 

 
TeC06 Description 
This TeC proposes a model for computing the aggregate interference level in environments 
with correlated fading, e.g., due to terrain-based propagation, and non-uniform density of the 
users. According to the model, the deployment area is divided into multiple disjoint clusters 
and the aggregate interference from each cluster is described in a simplified way, e.g, using a 
Poisson point process model. Obviously, too few clusters will not describe the aggregate 
interference accurately, while, on the other hand, too many clusters will introduce a high 
implementation complexity. In this direction, the TeC proposes to generate the clusters using 
a hierarchical spatial clustering procedure striking a balance between accuracy and 
complexity. Essentially, the TeC proposes to group together transmitters with similar 
propagation characteristics and consider them as a cluster provided that their spatial density is 
similar to a uniform density. The TeC is applicable in database-based spectrum access. For 
instance, it allows a geolocation database to assess the interference level between different 
systems overlapping in spectrum but not in space in a low complexity manner. The TeC is 
applicable to xMBB.  

 

TeC06 Applicability 
This TeC is applicable in vertical sharing, e.g., under secondary spectrum access, or LSA 
mode. The TeC will facilitate the computation of aggregate interference generated from the 
spectrum licensees to the incumbent. As a result, the geolocation database will be able to 
handle spectrum access requests with reduced complexity.  

 

TeC06 Requirements and cost    
The cost is the implementation of the clustering algorithm in the geolocation database.  

 

TeC06 Evaluation Approach   
The TeC helps in reducing the implementation complexity and storage requirement in the 
spectrum allocation database. Therefore the TeC does not address any of the METIS KPIs. 
Because of that, the TeC has not been evaluated in a METIS TC. Instead, it has been 
evaluated in a secondary spectrum sharing scenario where a massive number of low-power 
transmitters shares spectrum with the TV system. Real user density and pathloss data have 
been used in the evaluation. The TeC was found to estimate accurately the interference 
distribution, particularly in the upper tail, with a few number of clusters. The results can be 
found in [KJ14]. 
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A.7 TeC08 - Modelling aggregate interference from in-car BS to indoor femto-
cells   

 
TeC08 Description 
In future wireless networks, a significant number of users will be vehicular. One promising 
solution to improve the capacity for these vehicular users is to employ moving relays or car 
base stations. In order to improve spectrum efficiency, in dense urban cities, vehicular 
communication may use same spectrum with indoor femto cells. The TeC proposes a model 
that can be used to assess the outage probability at the femto cells due to the interference 
generated from car base stations. We view two relevant spectrum sharing scenarios and 
conduct the outage probability analysis in both: (i) communication from mounted antennas on 
the roof of the vehicles to the infrastructure network utilizes same spectrum with indoor femto 
cells (ii) in-vehicle communication utilizes same spectrum with indoor femto cells while 
vehicular to infrastructure communication is allocated at different spectrum. This TeC is 
applicable to xMBB. 

 

TeC08 Applicability 
The TeC is applicable in horizontal spectrum sharing between moving networks and indoor 
femto cells. The TeC proposes a model that can be used by a spectrum allocation database, 
i.e, given the density of vehicles, the database evaluates the outage probability at the femto 
cells and decides whether to allocate vehicular and femto cell transmissions in the same 
spectrum.  

 

TeC08 Requirements and cost    
The cost is the implementation of the model in the spectrum allocation database. 

 

TeC08 Evaluation Approach  
This TeC does not address any of the KPIs proposed in METIS. However, the TeC is highly 
relevant in TC2 where indoor femto cells and urban street micro cells may share spectrum at 
2.6 GHz. Because of that, a qualitative analysis has been selected. 

In the evaluation process, we deploy vehicles along the pathways in TC2 and assess the 
aggregate interference level and the outage probability at the femto cells. The worst-case 
femto cell is considered, located at the corner of a building at a cross road on the first floor. 

 

TeC08 Evaluation Working Assumptions 
The TeC is evaluated in TC2. Along the pathways, we generate snapshot of user locations 
with density taken from [MET13-D61] guidelines. According to the guidelines, half of the users 
are vehicular. The parameter settings regarding channel modelling and user density are also 
taken from [MET13-D61]. The traffic is not explicitly modelled. It is assumed that every 
vehicular user, has a packet to send. In order to assess the outage probability at the femto 
cell, we need to make an assumption about the useful signal level. A mean value equal to -40 
dBm is assumed to model high SNR conditions indoors. The SINR target for computing the 
outage probability at the femto cell is 15 dB. Regarding transmit power levels, we consider 20 
dBm for roof-top transmission and 0 dBm for in-vehicle communication.  
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Table A.7.1: Parameter settings. 
 

 
 
TeC08 Evaluation Outcomes  
The outage probability is depicted for different vehicular densities using simulations and the 
proposed model. In the figure below, one can observe that the model follows quite closely the 
simulation results.  

With mounted antennas on the top of the vehicles, the outage probability becomes 
prohibitively high when the density of vehicular transmissions is high too. On the other hand, 
with in-car base stations, the isolation due to the car shell and the possibility to use lower 
transmit power levels inside the car make it possible to maintain a low outage probability at 
the femto cell even for a high car density. For the density of vehicles considered in [MET13-
D61] the outage probability at the femto cell is 0.006 for in-vehicle communication and 0.3 for 
vehicular to infrastructure communication.  

 
Figure A.7.1: Outage probability at the femto cell with respect to the density of vehicles. 
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A.8 TeC09 - Inter-UDN coordinated spectrum sharing 
 
TeC09 Description   
Based on the high gain beam forming feature in UDN, link-specific coordination context (CC) 
scheme is proposed to avoid the severe interference between different networks (see system 
model in [MET14-D53]). As shown in Figure A.8.1, a solution that coordinates radio resource 
usage on a “per link” basis, i.e. only transmission links that actually create non-negligible 
interference (beyond a given threshold) to particular other links should be subject to 
coordination. However, in order to coordinate an individual CC for each interfering link pair, a 
lot of messages needs to be exchanged since multiple link-specific CCs needs to be notified 
to each corresponding link. To this end, coordinated blanking (CB) concept is developed to 
enable inter-UDN spectrum sharing with less overhead. The basic idea is that the aggressor 
(i.e. the network that causes interference) applies one network-wide blanking pattern which is 
coordinated between different UDNs as shown in Figure A.8.1. The blanking pattern is the 
resource blocks divided into “blanking part” and “available part”. It can be applied to different 
levels, i.e. link (LINK-CB), node (AN-CB) and network (NW-CB). 

 

 
Figure A.8.1: Illustration of CC and CB example. 

 
TeC09 Applicability    
The above coordination schemes are able to be applied to horizontal spectrum sharing case. 
Such protocols are methods to enable spectrum sharing between resource-compatible 
networks that implement the same coordination protocol. Our proposed CC and CB scheme 
can efficiently utilize the high-gain beam forming feature in high frequency band to enable 
more aggressive resource reuse between different networks. On the other hand, it can also 
solve the spectrum waste brought by load asymmetry between different networks. Therefore, 
the main benefit of CC and CB is to improve spectrum efficiency among horizontal networks in 
high frequency band. 

 

TeC09 Requirements and cost    
Some prerequisite components are needed to make inter-network coordination concept work 
well. The peer network discovery, which means the function of discovery of overlapping 
networks will trigger the coordination between different networks. If coordination mechanism is 
operating, a periodical report for identified inter-network interference measurement is used for 
input of inter-UDN coordination result determination by the coordination functionality, e.g. link-
specific coordination context or blanking pattern. The most challenging component is the 
coordination channel between different operators, which is needed for coordination 
information exchange. 
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TeC09 Evaluation Approach   
Quantitative analysis is used to evaluate inter-operator coordinated spectrum sharing. A 
system-level evaluation to model practical operation of two wireless systems in mmW band 
(60 GHz) is performed. Generally, there are mainly four steps consisting of the system level 
simulation procedure:  

• Initialization and deployment: the ANs for each operator is deployed according to 
planned way and the UEs will be randomly dropped over the whole simulation area, 
the routing is also performed based on the pathloss. 

• Inter-operator coordination: based on the coordination timer, the multiple operators 
perform inter-operator coordination, which includes the inter-operator interference 
measurement and the coordination itself. 

• Scheduling and resource allocation: based on the scheduling timer, each AN will 
perform UE scheduling and the resource allocation, the resource allocation should 
follow the results from inter-operator coordination if any. The MCS selection and the 
link adaptation are also included in this step. 

• Transmission and SINR calculation: the downlink or uplink packets for scheduled link 
will be transmitted according to the selected MCS and the allocated resources. Then 
the real SINR will be calculated on the receiver side. 

 
TeC09 Evaluation Working Assumptions  
In the evaluation, baseline configuration is set first as listed in Table A.8.1.Totally 50 random 
seeds for AN and UE deployment is assumed. 

 
Table A.8.1: Model and parameter setting for baseline configuration. 

 

 
 
Note that coordination threshold is defined as the interference path loss value to trigger 
coordination between two links for both CC and CB scheme. 
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TeC09 Evaluation Outcomes   
Two benchmarking schemes are evaluated as baseline to provide comparison, i.e. Orthogonal 
Reuse (OR) scheme where different UDNs use orthogonal resource with no inter-UDN 
interference and Blind Full Reuse (BFR) scheme where different UDNs use the whole 
resource without any coordination. 

CDF of KPI-SU3 (Average User Throughput) is provided in Figure A.8.2. All other schemes 
performs better than OR scheme for most users (e.g. ~90% user worse than BFR) because 
only half amount of resources is allocated to each user. However, looking at left down part, 
BRF performs worst due to severe suffered inter-network interference. Clearly, coordination 
gain in terms of cell edge user throughput compared to BFR scheme is large, e.g. CC and 
LINK scheme can achieve 64% and 53% gain over BFR for 5% cell edge throughput. 

Performance on KPI-SU10 (Area Spectral Efficiency) is shown in Figure A.8.3.  Compared to 
OR scheme, larger gain is achieved (~50%) for BFR and all coordination schemes. This is 
because more resource reuse of simultaneous transmission links, Among the coordination 
schemes, CC and LINK-CB have more or less the same best performance. Especially, 5.4% 
gain comes from coordination compared to BRF.   

   
Figure A.8.2: KPI-SU3 enhancement with 

TeC09. 
 Figure A.8.3: KPI-SU10 enhancement with 

TeC09. 
 

 

A.9 TeC12 - Spectrum opportunity detection and assessment   
 
TeC12 Description   
This TeC is based in the Spectrum Controller (SC) entity and will help to obtain spectrum by 
negotiating access to it with other SC entities, and also assessing the use of spectrum (in 
terms of sharing). The Operating Channel Assessment (OCA) functionality includes detection 
mechanisms providing input to the SC and the results of the mechanisms serve as the 
decision basis for the spectrum assessment.  
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Figure A.9.1: Operating Channel Assessment (OCA). 

 

The output from the spectrum assessment functionality is a set of prioritized spectrum 
opportunities that is passed on to the radio resource management (RRM) functionality. This 
technology component can be applicable to all 5G generic services xMBB, mMTC, and uMTC. 
However since xMBB is the service that will require huge amount of spectrum TeC12 
becomes most relevant for it. 

 

TeC12 Applicability    
TeC12 is central function that will enable the operator’s network to operate using one or all the 
spectrum usage scenarios (dedicated limited spectrum pool, mutual renting, vertical sharing 
and unlicensed horizontal sharing). TeC12 will enhance the current operator’s network given 
that if the network suffer high traffic load it can alleviate the problem by acquiring (renting, 
trading) more spectrum from other sources.  

 

TeC12 Requirements and cost    
A qualitative indication for measuring the cost of implement TeC12 in to the operator’s network 
is the complexity of the network. TeC12 poses no hard real time constraints in the network, 
nor does it require specialized hardware. In fact, this component can easily be realized with 
software running on appropriate general purpose computational resources within the network. 
In resume complexity on operator’s network is not a cost to increase based on hardware only 
on software. 

 

TeC12 Evaluation Approach   
The approached used to evaluate the technology component is a direct evaluation where a 
detailed evaluation is not considered, instead pros and cons facts will be listed. The motivation 
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to choose this approach is that a quantitative analysis required detailed simulations that were 
not possible during the time frame.  

Facts on favour for implementing TeC12 

• Open other types of spectrum for operators, increasing the spectrum access 
opportunities per operator. 

• No hardware constraints neither cost, since implementation is on the software level. 

• Quickly solved problems presented when high traffic loads (outage capacity, high 
delays, low average user throughput) by acquiring more spectrum. 

• Operator will internally assign the right type of spectrum according to service type and 
users need and conditions.  

Facts opposing the implementation of TeC12 

• None for the moment 

 

TeC12 Evaluation Working Assumptions  
No applicable 

 

TeC12 Evaluation Outcomes   
This TeC can be measure using the following KPI’s: 

• KPI-SU1: Increase of available spectrum per operator  

• KPI-SU2: Increase of network capacity per operator  

• KPI-SU3: Average user throughput  

Unfortunately results are not provided given the complexity of simulating such technology 
component.  

 

A.10 TeC14 - Spectrum sharing and mode selection for overlay D2D 
communication 

 
TeC14 Description   
This TeC proposes a scheme for allocating spectrum for multi-operator D2D communication, 
i.e., the two ends in a D2D pair have subscriptions with different mobile network operators. It 
also proposes a mode selection scheme for multi-operator D2D users. It is assumed that the 
D2D communication takes place over dedicated cellular spectral resources contributed from 
both operators, i.e., in-band overlay multi-operator D2D. This TeC could be useful for xMBB .  

Given the spectrum allocated for multi-operator D2D, the D2D users select the communication 
mode based on the amount of interference they see over that spectrum. The D2D 
communication mode is selected only when the measured interference is less than a 
threshold. The threshold could be agreed a priori between the operators or imposed by the 
regulator. 

Regarding spectrum allocation for multi-operator D2D, each operator makes an offer about the 
amount of spectrum they are willing to contribute and the offers are exchanged. While making 
the offer, each operator considers only its individual reward and does not reveal operator-
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specific information to other parties. The operators follow a sequential updating procedure 
(taking into account the offer made by their opponent) until reaching consensus. An operator 
can break the agreement if its performance gets worse as compared to the baseline scheme 
where the operators do not share spectrum.  

 

TeC14 Applicability 
The TeC is applicable to horizontal spectrum sharing. In order to harvest the business 
potential of D2D communication and in addition to meet the requirements resulting from D2D 
relevant scenarios, e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle communication, multi-operator D2D communication 
must be supported.  

 

TeC14 Requirements and cost 
The TeC presumes that D2D users have already discovered their peers. Multi-operator D2D 
discovery is handled in WP5 TeC22. Also, the TeC presumes availability of spectrum 
controllers so that operators indicate their spectrum offers to each other. D2D users should be 
capable of identifying the amount of interference they see over spectral resources contributed 
from both operators. Finally, operators must comply with certain spectrum sharing rules, i.e., 
communication mode selection scheme, mode selection threshold and sequential updating 
procedure for spectrum allocation. 

 

TeC14 Evaluation Approach   
Quantitative analysis is used to assess the performance gains using this TeC. The TeC is 
evaluated in TC2 following the METIS simulation guidelines in [MET13-D61] regarding user 
density, network deployment and propagation pathloss models.  

Two operators are simulated with equal user densities. Along the pathways in TC2, we 
generate snapshots of user locations based on the given densities. The cellular users are 
served by the micro base stations. Each operator has an equal amount of own operator D2D 
users and multi-operator D2D users.  

In order to decide about the amount of spectrum to contribute for multi-operator D2D, an 
operator aims at maximizing its individual network utility function while also meeting 
constraints on cellular user rate and D2D user rate. The selected network utility in our 
simulations reflects the average D2D user rate. While evaluating the achievable rate of multi-
operator D2D users, an operator takes into account the spectrum offer made by its opponent 
in the previous step of the sequential updating procedure. For the selected mode selection 
algorithm and network utility function, one can prove that the sequence of updates converges 
to a unique Nash equilibrium independent of the initial strategy profiles of the operators.  

 

TeC14 Evaluation Working Assumptions 
The TeC14 is evaluated in TC2. Outdoor deployment is considered only. The parameter 
settings are taken from [MET13-D61] and they are summarized in the table below. The traffic 
is not explicitly modelled. It is assumed that every user, cellular or D2D, has a packet to send. 
We compare the performance with a baseline system that does not support multi-operator 
D2D. The baseline system supports D2D communication only when the two ends belong to 
the same operator.  
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Table A.10.1: Parameter settings. 
 

 
TeC14 Evaluation Outcomes  
The TeC increases the available spectrum per operator since both operators will contribute 
spectrum for multi-operator D2D. Also, it enhances the overall network capacity and D2D user 
rate as compared to the baseline system.  

In the figures below, one can see that for the user density considered in [MET13-D61], the 
TeC results in a 35% increase in the available spectrum per operator and 55% performance 
gain in comparison with the baseline system. As a general remark, when the cellular density 
increases, the operator has less capacity to contribute for multi-operator D2D users because it 
still has to satisfy individual rate constraints for its cellular users.  

 
Figure A.10.1: Increase of available spectrum per operator and performance gain in terms of 

average user rate per operator as compared to the baseline system. 
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The distribution of multi-operator D2D user rate is depicted next. We observe around 10 times 
increase in the average D2D user rate as compared to the baseline system due to D2D 
proximity. 

 
Figure A.10.2: Rate distribution for multi-operator D2D users with and without multi-operator 

D2D support. 
 
 

A.11 TeC17 - Ontologies as tool for spectrum decision making 
 

TeC17 Description   
TeC17 concentrates on spectrum selection strategies and provides a spectrum selection 
scheme so as to evaluate spectrum offers on different spectrum sharing schemes. Towards 
this direction, an ontology based decision making scheme is proposed for evaluating both co-
primary and LSA spectrum offers. Spectrum ontology models concepts and terms to represent 
real world information in a machine processable manner. Among others, concepts regarding 
MNO profile, UE profile as it is reported to MNO, Incumbent User information, spectrum offer 
characteristics, etc., are encountered in Spectrum ontology model, also depicted in Figure 
A.11.1. 
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Figure A.11.1: Spectrum Ontology. 

 

The MNO spectrum controller will incorporate a MNO spectrum selection strategy, as the latter 
is expressed in the form of SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) rules. Specifically, the 
MNO poses certain constraints in order to evaluate spectrum offers, including payment 
characteristics, time and location (geolocation) boundaries. The outcome of evaluation is 
either positive or negative perception to a candidate offer. In addition, spectrum ontology 
models the situations that trigger the MNO to evaluate spectrum offers and produce an action 
outcome. 

TeC17 provides an effective solution that covers MNO diverse needs in spectrum allocation. 
TeC17 is suitable for UDN HT as it refers to environments where static pre-allocation of 
spectrum bands poses spectrum as a scarce and under-utilized resource, while also 
guarantees MNO increased revenue.  
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TeC17 Applicability    
TeC17 enhances both horizontal and vertical spectrum sharing as it covers multiple cases of 
spectrum offers coming both from Incumbent Users (LSA mode) and/or other MNOs (Co-
primary mode). Spectrum auctions, which constitute one of the basic methods in order to sell 
spectrum, are benefited from the exploitation of an Ontology based spectrum decision 
framework as ontologies permit:  

• The representation of real world information in a manner that is machine process able 

• The re-use and organization of knowledge. 

• Computational inference. 

• Identification of logical inconsistencies. 

• Scalability to other spectrum selection schemes. 

 

TeC17 Requirements and cost    
A DB should be provided in order to store spectrum offers from MNOs and LSA Incumbents. 
Furthermore, interfaces should be defined between MNOs and DB that stores spectrum offers 
and between LSA Incumbent and the DB. 

  

TeC17 Evaluation Approach   
A quantitative evaluation analysis is provided based on simulations conducted on the 
predefined Ontology. The experimental setup included the population of the Ontology with 
offers and the evaluation of decision making process scalability regarding the number of MNO 
rules imposed and the number of spectrum offers provided.  

 

TeC17 Evaluation Working Assumptions (if needed)  
The following working assumptions were followed during the evaluation analysis: 

• Spectrum offers: Range between 16 to 1024 

• Number of Operators accessing the DB: 1 

• Number of constraining rules: range between 1 to 10  

  

TeC17 Evaluation Outcomes   
Considered TeC operates on high level and provides a qualitative benefit to the following 
KPIs: 

• KPI-SU1: Increase of available spectrum per operator  

• KPI-SU2: Increase of network capacity per operator  
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The evaluation of the delay imposed in spectrum offer decision making from Spectrum 
Ontology is examined. Our purpose is to measure the effect of both the cardinality of spectrum 
offers and the complexity of the rules and constraints imposes by MNO in decision making 
procedure. We have evaluated the time requirements of the decision making process and we 
provide a 3D representation of the delay measurements (also depicted in Figure A.11.2). The 
main outcomes of the evaluation procedure are that:  

• Decision making delay increases linearly with the number of offers 

• The complexity of the rules does not affect the performance of the framework 

 

 
 

Figure A.11.2: Ontology decision making delay. 
 
 

A.12 TeC18 - Reinforcement learning scheme for adaptive spectrum sharing  
 
TeC18 Description   
This TeC, as thoroughly described in [MET14-D53] is a reasoning scheme, based on fuzzy 
logic, for identifying which is the most suitable spectrum for covering MNO’s needs in a 
specific location, time, and date. The fuzzy logic controllers will incorporate the operator’s 
renting strategy to maximize his revenues while covering the users’ needs. The proposed 
algorithm is focused on LSA sharing scheme and Co-primary sharing but could be easily 
extended to other sharing schemes (e.g., general authorization schemes). As the expenses of 
buying (or renting) additional spectrum is related to the market demands the spectrum sharing 
scheme is adapted based on reinforcement learning techniques that tune the decision making 
process.  
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The proposed algorithm comprises two Fuzzy Reasoners, one for co-primary and one for LSA 
spectrum sharing authorization options. Each Fuzzy Reasoner captures the corresponding 
suitability of each sharing scheme to fulfil future network demands based on current network 
conditions. Details on the inputs and outputs of the fuzzy logic scheme and the rules specified 
to drive the algorithm are given in [MET14-D53]. Then, after a shorting process of the outputs 
the algorithm decides whether LSA or Co-primary spectrum resources should be obtained. 
Each fuzzy logic controller evaluates the inputs in a different manner, given the fact that each 
spectrum authorization option has its own key characteristics.  

Each decision of the fuzzy logic mechanism leads to specific actions (i.e. obtaining spectrum 
resources or not) having impact in the network (i.e. reduced packet loss and increased 
bandwidth) and in spectrum cost. Thus, we have used reinforcement Learning on top of this 
scheme so as to adapt the weight of each rule specified in the Fuzzy Reasoners and improve 
the decisions of the proposed solution. 

 

TeC18 Applicability    
TeC18 enhances the vertical sharing between MNO and LSA Incumbent users and horizontal 
sharing between MNOs. Based on the network conditions taken into account in the decision 
making process the decision of an MNO to obtain additional resources is improved. This 
occurs, as different network conditions may lead to different decision that will fulfil the 
demands of the users and improve their QoS. 

 

TeC18 Requirements and cost 
Besides the obvious cost for obtaining additional spectrum, the mechanism per se does not 
add any additional cost to the MNO. The proposed solution is applied to co-primary and LSA 
sharing schemes but it is extensible to other schemes as well (e.g. general authorization etc.). 

 

TeC18 Evaluation Approach 
Quantitative analysis is used to evaluate the Reinforcement Learning scheme for adaptive 
spectrum sharing. In our evaluation we have used the NS-3 simulator to model the behavior of 
the network. The LSA sharing scheme was recently emerged as an opportunity for spectrum 
sharing, and thus, there are no other state-of-the-art solutions that attempt to assess the 
benefits coming for different spectrum sharing options including the LSA scheme. Thus, in our 
evaluation we have compared the following cases: 

• No sharing: The operator uses only his dedicated resources 

• Random buy: The operator has the option for obtaining spectrum resources either 
offered from an LSA incumbent or from another MNO and decides randomly one of the 
two options 

• Fuzzy-logic based: The operator has the option for obtaining spectrum resources both 
offered from an LSA incumbent or from another MNO and decides based on the 
predefined rules taking into account monitored network conditions. 

• Reinforcement learning: An offline process that performs training sessions that 
optimize the behavior of the Fuzzy Reasoners taking into account the reinforcements 
of their actions (i.e. spectrum cost, monitoring measurements) is executed. Then the 
operator uses the trained Fuzzy Reasoners to make its decisions. 
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The following methodology has been followed: 

• Initialization: At this point the network topology of the operator is deployed in the 
simulator. The network topology is based on Test Case 3 – shopping mall. Then, the 
UEs are placed randomly in the simulation area. 

• Monitor-Decision-Execution cycle: During this phase several network parameters are 
monitored and fed to the Fuzzy Logic Reasoners. Based on the decision making 
engine the MNO decides whether to obtain additional spectrum resources or not. 
Finally, the additional spectrum resources are obtained and used in the network, 
before a new MDE cycle is executed. 

• Training sessions: Each experiment is subject to our Q learning mechanism for 
adapting the decision making process based on reinforcements. 

 

TeC18 Evaluation Working Assumptions (if needed)  
Table A.12.1 includes all the configuration parameters used in our simulations.  

 
Table A.12.1: Configuration parameters. 

 
Floor plan Shopping Mall (METIS Test Case 3, 200*100*10m). 

Number of operators 1 

Number of Access Nodes 3 (1 Macro eNB and 2 femto) 

Number of UEs {20, 30, 40} 

Traffic Model Full buffer 

Radio Propagation Model Hybrid Propagation Loss Model (available in NS-3): Based on 
Hata model, COST231, ITU-R P.1411 for short range 

communications, and ITU-R P.1238  for indoor 
communications 

Carrier Frequency 2.1GHz (for dedicated and Co-primary spectrum), 2.3 GHz for 
LSA spectrum 

Dedicated Bandwidth 20 MHz 

LSA shared bandwidth 3 MHz 

Co-primary bandwidth 3 MHz 

Maximum Tx Power per AN Macro eNB: 200 mW (23 dBm) 

Femto: 20 mW (13 dBm) 

Maximum Tx Power per UE 10 mW (10 dBm) 

Coverage threshold -110 dB 
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TeC18 Evaluation Outcomes 
In TeC18 we have enhanced the average user throughput and the latency reduction KPIs (i.e., 
KPI-SU3 and KPI-SU4 [MET14-D53]).  

Figure A.12.1 below shows the gain in average user throughput both for uplink and downlink. 
As shown the proposed mechanism with Fuzzy Logic achieves 24% increase in the uplink and 
7% gain in the downlink compared the random buy strategy. As noticed, the gain is slightly 
greater when reinforcement learning is applied in the mechanism. Then  

Figure A.12.2 shows the evaluation of the Latency reduction KPI. In the DL our solution 
outperforms the random buy and the no sharing strategies by 27% and 59% respectively, 
while in the UL the proposed solution gives 7% reduction compared to random buy but q 
learning has increased this reduction up to 48%. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 
Figure A.12.1:  KPI-SU3 enhancement with TeC18. 

 

  

(a) (b) 
 

Figure A.12.2:  KPI-SU3 enhancement with TeC18. 
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A.13 TeC19 - Base Station clustering for inter-operator spectrum sharing under 
realistic network deployment 

 
TeC19 Description   
This TeC address the spectrum allocation and interference management under realistic 
network deployment where the cells of different operators or even just one operator have 
different sizes. Moreover, each sector or cell of one operator can be overlapping multiple 
sectors or cells of another operator. The conventional approaches usually assumes idealized 
deployment e.g. that the cells of all operators have the same size and shape, and the BS of 
different operators are co-located or located with the same grid structure, as illustrated in 
Figure A.13.1. Under such ideal network deployment and the ignorance of inter-cell and inter-
sector interference within each operator’s network, each overlapping sector or cell contains 
the signals transmitted by one BS of each operator. Therefore, such approaches handle the 
spectrum partition pattern (a pattern which defines the size and position of each spectrum 
fragment as well as to which operator it is allocated) for each overlapping sector or cell of 
different operators independently. However, such approaches will suffer from severe co-
channel interference between operators under realistic network deployment. 

 
Figure A.13.1: Illustration of ideal network deployment and the per-sector adaptation of the 

spectrum partitioning pattern. 
 

This TeC allows flexible inter-operator spectrum sharing under realistic network deployment 
and can reduce inter-operator co-channel interference while adapting the spectrum partition 
and allocation to the spectrum demands of the operators. This TeC consists of: 

• Dynamic clustering of the BSs of different operators in a certain location. This is 
performed by a spectrum manager based on the information about spectrum demands 
and network deployment of the involved operators. Such information is sent from the 
BSs of the operators to the spectrum manager regularly; 

• Within each cluster, a spectrum partition pattern is determined and used. The 
spectrum partition pattern of each cluster is adapted to spectrum demands of the BSs 
in this cluster as well as the spectrum sharing rules/policy; 

• Within each cluster, the BSs are classified into two categories: “Inner-BS” and “Edge-
BS”, as illustrated in Figure A.13.2. The “Inner BSs” can use the spectrum partition 
pattern directly without considering co-channel interference. The “Edge BSs” have to 
consider co-channel interference and applies interference management methods to 
reduce the impact of co-channel interference.  

Operator 1
Operator 2

Spectrum partition pattern #1

Spectrum partition pattern #2

…

Example 1: Non-co-located BS’s Example 2: Co-located BS’s
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• For “Edge BSs”, the spectrum fragments are categorized in to three types, as 
illustrated in Figure A.13.3:  

o Type 1: Fragments without co-channel interference (e.g. fragments #1 and #3 
in Figure A.13.3), which are the commonly used spectrum fragments by the 
corresponding operator in all directly neighbouring clusters of the “Edge BS”. 
Such fragments can be used without being affected by co-channel interference; 

o Type 2: Fragments with co-channel interference (e.g. fragments #2 in Figure 
A.13.3). These are the fragments that are used at least by 1 cluster but not all 
clusters by the corresponding operator in the direct neighbourhood. Such 
fragments can only be used with co-channel interference management; 

o Type 3: Fragments unused (e.g. #4). These are the commonly unused 
spectrum fragments by the corresponding operator in relevant clusters. 

 
Figure A.13.2: Illustration of “Inner BSs” and “Edge BS”s. 

 

 
Figure A.13.3: Three types of spectrum fragments for the “Edge BSs”. 

 
TeC19 Applicability 
This TeC is applicable to horizontal spectrum sharing, e.g, co-primary inter-operator spectrum 
sharing, horizontal coexistence in LSA mode, etc.  

 

Operator 1
Operator 2

Cluster #2Cluster #1

Inner BS’s

Edge BS’s

Spectrum Manager/
Mutual coordination

Cluster #1

Cluster #2

Example of spectrum partition pattern

frequency
Cluster #1 Cluster #2

Used in cluster #1

Used in cluster #2

Edge BS

Type 1: Common resource, use directly

Type 2: Use with co-channel 
interference management

Type 3: Not used at all
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TeC19 Requirements and cost 
This TeC requires a centralized spectrum manager and an intelligent algorithm to build the 
clusters and determine the spectrum partitioning patterns of the clusters based on the network 
deployment and spectrum demand information.  

Furthermore, the air-interface of the operators should support flexible usage of fragmented 
spectrum in the shared band. 

For operators, mainly service cost of the spectrum manager is foreseen. 

 

TeC19 Evaluation Approach 
This TeC could be evaluated via system level simulation, where the co-channel interference 
level should be compared for the cases with and without the clustering approach. 
Furthermore, the optimal cluster sizes could be studied. However, it is expected that the actual 
gain of this approach depends heavily on the actual traffic demand and network deployment of 
the operators. Therefore, such information is needed for the evaluation. 

 

TeC19 Evaluation Outcomes   
Qualitatively, it is estimated that TeC19 increased following KPIs listed in [MET14-D53] 

• KPI-SU1: Increase of available spectrum per operator 

• KPI-SU2: Increase of network capacity per operator 

• KPI-SU3: Average user throughput 

• KPI-SU6: Overall system OPEX reduction 

• KPI-SU9: Relative spectrum occupation rate 

 
 

A.14 TeC20 - Prepared and database assisted URC communication for V2V    
TeC20 Description 
 

With TeC20, various ways on how to improve the availability and reliability of URC 
communication between nodes with restricted mobility trajectories (e.g. V2V communication 
for traffic safety between cars) are investigated. The TeC is also suitable for V2I 
communication. Solutions to improve both reliability and reliability estimation consist of two 
parts: 

• Since we have more or less fixed and bounded mobility trajectories, it can be known in 
advance that URC link might be needed => we can prepare the link in advance (time 
domain solution); 

• Similarly, since we often know the locations where URC is needed and very probably 
also location of the participating nodes, we can assist the URC by consulting the 
geolocation database beforehand about the best URC mode in those location based 
on historical knowledge (spatial domain solution). 

Based on link quality and URC availability estimation, right amount of spectrum can be 
allocated from right band. Spectrum can be also temporarily and locally leased to increase the 
reliability for the specific transmission. 
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Transmission of special probe packets is proposed to evaluate the potential of setting up URC 
link beforehand. Nodes which are not participating in the actual URC communication may also 
be utilized for this purpose. Reliability information including for example latency, packet error 
rate, data rate, is collected locally in the device or centrally by the NW and stored in database, 
which is then consulted for the URC availability estimation before the actual URC event. Time 
can be one parameter as well, since the URC reliability can heavily depend, e.g., on the time 
of day (rush hour, night). Based on the information found in the database, the availability for 
URC link can be estimated beforehand. If low probability for establishing the URC link is 
estimated, the node or nodes can be informed beforehand that URC communication is not 
possible. On the other hand, if the URC link is estimated to be possible, the best parameter 
candidates for the reliable communication link in each situation can be found. One example is 
shown in Figure A.14.1 where the communication channel quality between Tx position A and 
Rx position B is estimated beforehand by using other nodes which are simultaneously in the 
vicinity of those positions.  

 

 

Figure A.14.1: An example use case where two vehicles need URC link for collision avoidance. 
 

TeC20 Applicability 
TeC20 is applicable for all kinds of horizontal and vertical spectrum access and sharing 
schemes. If fast spectrum re-allocations or fast access to extra spectrum is needed, the 
scheme needs support for such access mechanisms. For example, Spectrum Management 
unit must be able to quickly allocate local spectrum if needed. 

 

TeC20 Requirements and cost 
Some new functionality would be needed to use TeC20. At network side, some database is 
needed which keeps track of the URC availability at certain location (a bit similar to what is 
now in LTE MDT - Minimization of Drive Test). Some new radio protocols are needed which 
take care of requesting UE measurements (probe packets) and receiving and collecting them 
at network side. What helps at the UE side is that if the UE is vehicle-mounted, there is no 
shortage of power and UE can more freely send test packets and do measurements. 
Furthermore, the UE cost issue is not so critical in vehicles 

In case of fast spectrum allocation, access to local spectrum database is a must. 
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TeC20 Evaluation Approach 
Some simulations could be useful to validate the performance of TeC20 for example in METIS 
Test Case 2. Qualitatively, it is clear that the more we know about the radio conditions in 
advance, the more reliable are the first transmissions and the faster we can reach the target 
quality with for example re-allocation of spectrum resources. We can also avoid wasting 
resources if we know in advance that reliable URC communication is not possible.  

 

TeC20 Evaluation Outcomes   
Qualitatively, it is estimated that TeC20 increased following KPIs listed in [MET14-D53] 

• KPI-SU3: Average user throughput  

• KPI-SU4: Latency reduction 

• KPI-SU7: Mobility support 

• KPI-SU8: Edge user spectral efficiency  

 
 

A.15 TeC21 - Physical cell ID allocation in inter-operator spectrum sharing 
HetNets 

 
TeC21 Description  
This TeC comprises of Physical Cell ID (PCI) assignment algorithms for densely deployed 
heterogeneous networks (HetNets), in a multi-operator spectrum sharing scenario. The aim is 
to achieve PCI assignment that is conflict-free and confusion-free, jointly for multiple 
operators, in a self-organized way. 

 

TeC21 Applicability 
The considered TeC is suitable for horizontal spectrum sharing, especially the co-primary 
inter-operator spectrum sharing. This is due to the fact that in such spectrum sharing 
scenarios, the PCIs assignments of cells should be conflict and confusion-free. 

 

TeC21 Requirements and cost 
No substantial cost will be incurred by the implementation of this TeC as it is based on simple 
UE and BS measurement and reporting principles, where a UE can detect an interfering BS 
regardless of the operator it belongs to. 

 

TeC21 Evaluation Approach   
The performance of the TeC has been analysed through simulations in a standard test 
scenario, which complies with METIS simulation guidelines for TC2. Each UE measures the 
interferers and reports the interference statistics to its serving BS. Based on the received 
measurements, the serving BS identifies its neighbours via their respective PCIs. In the case 
of conflict, it reselects its PCI using a distributed local search algorithm. Two different 
algorithms are considered, namely stochastic local search focused plateau (SLS-FP) and 
steepest descent local search focused plateau (SDLS-FP). These have been combined with a 
focused search meta-heuristic for plateau moves, which simply means that while the 
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configuration space is searched for the conflict-free configuration, only the BSs which are in 
conflict change their PCIs. 

TeC21 Evaluation Working Assumptions 
The TeC is highly suitable for dense spectrum sharing networks. In order to analyse the 
performance, following parameters were used in the simulations: We have considered four 
six-story buildings with 10 femto cells per floor giving rise to 240 femto cells in total. The 
locations of femto base stations are generated according to [MET-13D61]. The femto base 
stations are randomly assigned between the two operators so that each operator possesses 
five femto cells per floor. Also, each operator owns two micro base stations. In total 300 users 
are deployed, 10 users per floor or equivalently 240 indoor users and 60 outdoor users. Each 
user is assigned to one of the operators with equal probability.  

TeC21 Evaluation Outcomes   
The TeC comprises of distributed self-organizing algorithms for PCI assignment in multi-
operator HetNets with shared spectrum in the small cell layer. The algorithms are based on 
the focused search principle designed to search the solution space efficiently while minimizing 
the number of reconfigurations in the network. In a HetNet, a micro-cell may have a large 
number of neighboring small cells. In a multi-operator setting, where the nodes do not have 
complete information of all the consequences of their actions, the resulting problem is 
challenging. Nevertheless, the simulation results show that the proposed algorithms can 
enable conflict-free and confusion-freeness in multi-operator networks without the need of any 
explicit signaling mechanism or coordination protocol between other-operator cells. In the 
simulated scenario with two operators and 122 cells per operator, the convergence probability 
is almost 1 for 140 PCIs. It is worth noting that SDLS-FP is able to allocate the PCIs in 
relatively few iterations due to the steepest descent principle, which entails a direct step 
towards the best direction. Moreover, the number of reboots per BS is also less when 
compared to the SLS-FP. 

 
Figure A.15.1: Iterations required for PCI assignment.  
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Figure A.15.2: Probability of convergence to successful PCI assignment. 
 

 
Figure A.15.3: Number of reboots required for convergence. 

 

A.16 TeC22 - Multi-operator D2D communication 
 
TeC22 Description 
WP5 TeC22 is targeted for multi-operator D2D operation. The main focus of TeC22 includes 
two aspects: (i) multi-operator D2D discovery and communication considering the scenario 
where the involved devices are subscribers from different mobile network operators (ii) to 
propose a joint spectrum allocation and mode selection scheme for multi-operator D2D 
without proprietary information exchange between the two operators and/or to other parties. In 
this perspective, TeC22 offers a complete multi-operator D2D support. The spectrum 
allocation and mode selection part of TeC22 is based on the distributed implementation of 
spectrum allocation and mode selection of TeC14. In the following we will focus on the aspect 
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of multi-operator D2D discovery and multi-operator D2D server (MODS) based D2D 
communication. 

With TeC22, the D2D device will send discovery message only on its home operator’s 
spectrum and hence no change to spectrum regulation or roaming rules. The device will 
obtain other operator’s D2D resource information from its home operator. The discovering 
UEs will listen in both home and other operator’s carrier frequencies to detect the presence of 
discovery message. In order to facilitate inter-operator D2D discovery, the network will 
broadcast key parameters for example radio resource information related with different 
operators such as PLMN ID of the operator and the corresponding operating frequency bands 
to facilitate the searching process. One example procedure is shown in Figure A.16.1. 
Furthermore, in the future there could be operator internal D2D based applications/services in 
addition to the applications crossing multiple operators. And therefore from end user point of 
view, it is not necessary that all users need to support or require inter-operator discovery e.g. 
in case the devices just trying to exchange information among a user group within home 
operator. In order to support such scenario, two different types of discovery messages can be 
introduced: inter-operator discovery message and intra-operator discovery message. These 
two types of messages can use shared or dedicated resource depending on the deployment 
scenarios. 

UE#A eNB#A eNB#B MME#A MME#B MODS

Synchronized to eNB and reading system information

Inter-operator D2D 
Discovery 

Authorization Request
Inter-operator D2D 

Discovery 
Authorization Request

D2D registration of UE #A and UE #B

Inter-operator D2D 
Discovery 

Authorization Response
Inter-operator D2D Discovery 

Authorization Response

Necessary info exchange between operator A and B for inter-operator 
D2D operation

Information broadcasting to facilicate inter-
operator discovery

Synchronized to eNB and reading system information

Discovering UEs from Operator B

 
Figure A.16.1: Example procedure for multi-operator D2D discovery. 

 
In addition with TeC22, multi-operator D2D server (MODS) is proposed in order to support 
D2D communication between users from different operators. The MODS would be responsible 
for D2D subscription management, authorization and registration for use of D2D services, 
network access control functions, mobility management etc. Example of the inter-operator 
D2D communication is illustrated in Figure A.16.2. 
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UE#A eNB#AUE#B eNB#B MME#A MME#B MODS

D2D Comm Authorization request
D2D Comm Authorization 

request D2D Comm Authorization 
request

D2D registration of UE #A and UE #B

D2D Comm Authorization 
response

D2D Comm Authorization 
responseD2D Comm Authorization 

Response

D2D data packet transmission 
(e.g. broadcast way)

MODS informs D2D enabled UEs about the preconfigured resource

 
Figure A.16.2: Example procedure for inter-operator D2D communication.  

 
TeC22 Applicability 
WP5 TeC22 can be applied to horizontal spectrum sharing, especially considering multi-
operator spectrum allocation and mode selection. MODS based D2D operation can be applied 
to all spectrum environments since they are not limited to any spectrum usage.  

  

TeC22 Requirements and cost 
Although not necessary, information exchange among operators for example on the D2D 
resource usage, will facilitate the multi-operator D2D discovery process. New regulation on 
roaming for multi-operator D2D communication might be needed in order to avoid the situation 
where the D2D transmissions are on different bands. MODS is a new logical or physical 
network entity which could be co-located with certain network elements within operator’s 
network or running independently by e.g. the 3rd party.  

 

TeC22 Evaluation Approach   
Quantitative analysis to assess the performance gains due to multi-operator spectrum sharing 
and mode selection is already included in TeC14 section. The benefits of other aspects from 
TeC22 are difficult to quantify. The reason is that they are about enabling new functionalities 
of multi-operator D2D discovery and communication, reducing discovery and communication 
latency, etc. The main benefit from TeC22 is enabling the support for multi-operator D2D 
operation which is a key enabler for new services e.g. V2V communication.     

 

TeC22 Evaluation Working Assumptions 
Multi-operator spectrum sharing and mode selection part in TeC22 is evaluated in TC2, see 
the TeC14 section for the evaluation working assumptions. The other aspects of multi-
operator D2D discovery and communication have not been included although some simulation 
could be useful to validate the performance according to e.g. number of discovered devices, 
communication latency for example in METIS TC2.  
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TeC22 Evaluation Outcomes  
TeC22 increases the available spectrum per operator since both operators will contribute 
spectrum for multi-operator D2D and the quantitative results for spectrum sharing and mode 
selection are included in TeC14 part. In general TeC22 targets to mainly improve the following 
KPIs from [MET14-D53]: 

• KPI-SU1: Increase of available spectrum per operator  

• KPI-SU2: Increase of network capacity per operator  

• KPI-SU3: Average user throughput  

• KPI-SU4: Latency reduction 

• KPI-SU9: Relative spectrum occupation rate 

• KPI-SU10: Area spectral efficiency 
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